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Carver Diserens: What music
are you listening to these days?
Al Rice. All the songs from
the 70's.
Carver. Every single one?
A?: Yep, all of them.
Carver Got a favorite?
Al: Earth, Wind and Fire.
Carver. How long have you
worked at Trinity?
Al: Seventeen years, technically it was 18 in August.
Carver. How have things
changed during that time?
Al: I notice the food changing a lot. There is a lot more cultural food now than before.
Also, the students have become a
lot more health conscious. They
are eating much better, much
healthier than before. I see a lot
more salads and balanced meals.
And I don't just mean the week
before Spring break.
Carver. How did you become
a cook?

This past Sunday countless students, faculty, and Trinity administrators came to pay their last
respects to a dear professor, colleague, and friend, Professor of
Chemistry Lisa Nestor, who
passed away this summer to cancer.
Nestor was born in Alexandria,
VA on January 10, 1957 and was
raised in Williamsburg, VA. After
high school, Nestor continued her
education at Emory and Henry'
College and at The College of
William
and
Mary
in
Williamsburg, receiving her baccalaureate degree in liberal arts.
She pursued her graduate degree
in Chemistry from Princeton
University. In 1985, Nestor began
her teaching career at College, of
the Holy Cross in Worcester, MA.
In 1999, she joined the Chemistry
faculty at Trinity College, where
she formed enduring friendships
with students and colleagues. Even
i, i$$n$fo ,.-S\itiday's memorial was
filled with sadness, people were
still able to share their happy
memories about Nesto,

took a cooking class andarafting
draf
class, I stuck with cooking.
Carver. Fill in the blank, "If
you weren't a cook at Trinity
College you would be..."
Al: Oh man, it's not the first
time I've heard that question.
I've been working here 17 years
and then before at the Marriott
for 17 years. That's 34 years,
that's a long time, but I still get
stumped by that question. (He
thinks for a minute) Ok, I got the
safest answer I can give [...] I'd do
something constructive.
I'll
answer the rest of your questions
better than I answered that one, I
promise.
Carver. What is your favorite
food to eat?
Al: Pork chops.
Carver. With barbecue sauce?
Al: Applesauce.
Carver What is your favorite
food to make?
Al: On the grill I used to like
to make the chicken parm.
Carver. How does the new
Zona Mexicana stack up to the
old Player's Grill?
Al: It's good, it's going to
take a little getting used to but
it's good, just give us some time.
We are going to get some more
variety soon, it won't be just the
see KING on page 14
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Many students from the Class of 2009 are adjusting well to life on Crescent Street, among other locations around Hartford.

Juniors Coping with life Off-Campus
By LAUREN TURIIK

TRIPOD STAFF
Despite the fact that hundreds of students in the Class of
2009 were forced to live off-campus due to this year's housing
shortage, many of them report
to be adjusting to their new
independent lifestyles very well.
This semester approximately 200
members of the junior class are
out of the 387 that are currently
enrolled at Trinity in Hartford.
"When my roommate and I
realized that we were going to be
withheld from on-campus housing and offered rooms at CCI
we were both very angry/' said
Stephen Kates '09, "I felt at least
slightly betrayed by the College
who, in my opinion, never really

Class of 2009
Housing Statistics*
621 students in Class of '09
387 enrolled in Hartford
200 living off-campus
187 living on-campus
50 received on-campus
housing over the summer
Rcgi trar as of Sept. 17.

gave the junior class a true estimation of how many people
would actually be withheld from
housing."
Sora Chung '09 had a similar
reaction. "Had I known that my
number was in risk of being

kicked off campus, I would have
searched for off-campus housing
much earlier." Besides searching
for a place to live, Chung was
faced with another problem. "As
a financial aid recipient, I was
concerned about the risk of not
being able to afford bills from
the rent, utilities, heat, etc."
Liana Brown '09 began looking for alternate housing when
the cut off lottery number was
was 853, which I didn't think
was a bad number [...] When I
found out in the middle of April
that the cut off was 850, I was
upset, but figured I'd be one of
the first students on the waiting
list. I began looking for, apartments just in case."
see MEMBERS on page 6

Her impact on the Trinity
community was seen through the
numerous remembrances professors and students gave. The lasting
influence she had, however,
see PROFESSOR on page 5

Knocked Up: Knock Out Cast, Predictable Plot
only strongly endorse the film.
Ben {Rogen) is supposed to
TRIPOD STAFF
be a "loser," at least in movie
I, unlike many of my friends terms. He and his group of
and more than a few critics, held friends run a Web site that catano skepticism when it came to logues nude scenes in movies and
Judd Apatow's second directorial they spend most of their days
effort, Knocked Up. Whispers of smoking pot and lying around
the increasingly strong "chick their disaster of a house. At a
flick" qualities of Apatow's films, club one night, Ben meets Alison
doubts about Seth Rogen's abili- (Katherine Heigl), a successful
ties as a leading man, and gener- woman celebrating a recent proal uncertainty that the film could motion at the E! Channel with
recapture the surprising success her sister Debbie (Leslie Mann).
of the hilarious movie The 40 After a few too mariy drinks,
Year Old Virgin weren't of much they end up going back to
concern to me. My faith was Alison's place, where Ben comirewarded. Knocked Up is every cally fails to put on a condom
bit as funny as The 40 Year Old just before they have sex. The
Virgin, and, though it suffers rest is fairly predictable. Alison
some pacing problems and does becomes pregnant and decides to
cave somewhat to a "chick flick" keep the baby. Ben plays the role
mentality at certain points, I can of father as best he can, the two
By MIKE ROBINSON

Dressing for Life at Trinity
A 'How To' guide for dressing
for all-things Trinity, from
Saturday late nights to Sunday
brunch. Page 12

www.channel4.com
Katherine Heigl and Seth Rogen star in Judd Apatow's recent comedy, Knocked Up.

fall in love, go through a series of
up and downs, and, in .the end,
both of them realize that they're
right for each other, despite their
obvious differences.
This type of formula has been
used in countless romcoms
before, so revealing the plot arc

will not ruin the film. I hesitate
to say the plot is inconsequential,
however, because that's not completely true. Though there are no
surprises, the Strength of the performances, especially from the
see APATOW on page 20

Features: 9/11 remembered by Trinity community, page 11
Arts: Preview of the hottest shows on TV this fall, page 17
Sports: M. Soccer defeats Wesleyan, first time since 2000, page 24
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The Tripod's circulation manager
was doing his job last week - distributing stacks of newspapers all around
campus - when he was stopped at the
Office of Admissions. An Admissions
staffer told him not to drop off any
issues there because "it wouldn't be
appropriate" and "there are other
places where prospective [students]
can get the Tripod."
This wasn't the first time an
Admissions representative has told
the Tripod not to leave any issues
there, but this time really hurt our
feelings. Why, I thought to myself,
would it be inappropriate for copies
of the Tripod to be in the Admissions
Office?
The only answer I could come up
with was that the Office of
Admissions thinks prospective students and parents who read the
Tripod would somehow look at

Trinity unfavorably. After all, it's not
like a few stacks of papers would take
up a significant amount of space in
the beautiful Admissions Office.
When I visited Trinity four years
ago for an interview and tour, I knew
that this was where I wanted to go to
college. The combination of the
strong academic tradition and the
Long Walk were just too captivating
to pass up. I also remember coming
across an issue of the Tripod that day
and reading it on the car ride home.
There were articles about Trinity's
president abruptly resigning and criticism regarding the lack of diversity at
the College. But none of that
changed my desire to come here; if
anything, it made me want to learn
more about Trinity.
The Tripod provides our student
body with a voice. By_ reading it, a
prospective student can learn what's

going on here, what's on our minds,
and what issues are important to us. If
I were considering applying to Trinity,
those are all things I would want to be
aware of.
To be fair, there are plenty of
places one can find the Tripod on
campus. But why shouldn't the
Admissions Office be one of them?
-BC
September 11, 2007 Correction:
Due to a reporting error in last
week's news article "Surveillance
Heightens Safety," some facts about
the newly installed security cameras
were incorrect. Campus Safety will be
monitoring the cameras, not the
ommunications
Department.
Additionally, the camera system does
not have any audio monitoring,
recording features, or microphones as
the article stated.
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By ELIZABETH J. WEBB
ALUMNI CONTRIBUTOR
My name is Liz. The American
Cancer Society predicted 20,000
women would be diagnosed with ovarian cancer in 2006. Over 15,000 or
those women would die. I was diagnosed in October 2006. I have had
the necessary surgery. Now I am
undergoing chemotherapy. The forecast for 2007 is 22,200 new cases of
ovarian cancer.
I am not asking for your pity. I
prefer your actions. I want you to
write to anyone in a state or federal
position who can influence the division of research money. I want ajl of
•ou to learn the symptoms

of this

oiler known as the "Shhh" disease.
Ovarian cancer is the fifth leading
:ause of cancer deaths. Tragically only
limited research money is directed
towards ovarian cancer. There needs
to be a more equitable division of
research monies. Anyone can write a
letter asking for fairness. You might be
one of the 22,000. We all have mothers. Some of you haves wives, sisters,
daughters, granddaughters or nieces.
They might be one of the 22,000.
If ovarian cancer were identified in
its first stage, 90 percent of the women

could be treated safely with success.
Unfortunately most women aren't
diagnosed in the first stage. They are
diagnosed in the third or fourth stage.
That's because ovarian cancer is a
silent killer. It's also because there isn't
a reliable clinical test for detection of
ovarian cancer. Such a test is one of
the first targets of today's research.
Doctors have three diagnostic
choices: feeling a cancer during a
pelvic exam; ordering a blood test for
CA 125; ordering a pelvic sonogram
to see an abdominal growth. The
"touch" test (pelvic exam) is the least
reliable. The National Institutes of
Health have told insurance companies
they shouldn't have to pay for a blood

an cancer. Ovarian cancer is a silent
killer because its symptoms are misleading. It could also be the "Shhh"
disease because no one wants to mention the symptoms. We need to be
aware of our bodies and when to ask
for help. The problem is that the
symptoms include: pelvic or abdominal pain or discomfort; vague but persistent upsets such as gas, nausea, indigestion; urinary or bowel problems;
indigestion; abnormal vaginal bleeding;
unexplained weight loss or gain; pelvic
and/or abdominal swelling or bloating
continual unusual fatigue or fever;
shortness of breath. If symptoms persist for more than three weeks, you
need to see your doctor. In my. fast,

test. In fad, the blood test might be

there was bloating, which was mistaken

psychologically harmful to women. It
might not detect the cancer, thus reassuring women. It might show cancer
exists where it doesn't exist. The sonogram depends upon the skill of the
radiologist to read the picture correctly. All three are unreliable at stages
one and two. Do you want a better
choice for yourself or any other
woman?
We need a chorus demanding
money be spent to find a reliable test.
The second thing I would like you
to do is learn the symptoms of ovari-

for weight gain. I looked as though I
had swallowed a medicine ball.
It's also important to know your
family medical history. In diagnosing
ovarian cancer, it helps to know if
there was ovarian cancer in either your
mother's or father's family. Tell your
doctor so she/he can help evaluate
your risk.
Is it too much to ask of any of you?
Write a letter asking for a fairer division
of research funds. Learn the symptoms
and listen to your body. Let's discover
what a louder voice can accomplish.

Quotations of Note
"It can cost up to more than half a million dollars to [furnish] a few [dorms]. It's not something you can go to Bob's Warehouse and buy, because it could go up in flames."
-Susan Salisbury, "Trinity Stresses Fire Safety Standards," p.3
"... do you know what really grinds my gears? Treehuggers. Yeah, you know who you are.
With your smug little bumper stickers on your cars, saying how green you are, and how
you use leaves to wipe your behind instead of using toilet paper."
-San-Eou Lan, "Environmental Messages Shallow, Unpersuasive," p.8

(860) 297-2584

"But make sure that everyone knows, I'll be king of the burritos soon enough."
-Al
Rice, "Al Reflects on 18 Years at Trinity" p.1
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5

p.jm. on the Friday before publication. Letters should be
addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual.
Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions "Unless your off campus house is significantly detached from the Trinity campus, you still
over 800 words in length will not be published, though feel part of the college community with the inescapable blare of students' ruckus pounding
exceptions may be made at the editors discretion under
special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters your apartment like surround sound."
ll be published. However, names may be withheld at the
author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters -Monica Chang, "Juniors Coping With Life Off Campus," p.1
deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's
character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
"I'm hoping that Judd Apatow will continue to make comedies like this. They are a welcome
11 be giveri a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do change of pace from the Ben Stiller/Adam Sandler/Farrelly Brothers hegemony that was
notj necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod.
The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all let- running comedy into the ground."
ters for clarity and/or brevity.
-Mike Robinson, "'Knocked Up:' Knock Out Cast, Predictable Plot," p.1"
Letters may be submitted via Campus Mail Box 702582
E-Mail: tripod@trincoll.edu
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Admissions Department Trinity Stresses Fire Safety Standards
Collects Class of'11 Stats
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
TRIPOD STAFF

ByJORDYNSEMS
TRIPOD STAFF

ance rate. This rate is far more
competitive than last year's 43 percent acceptance rate, and the
When comparing the Class of "yield" - the number of students
2011 to previous classes, particu- who accepted Trinity's offer for
larly its preceding class, much of admission - went up to 28 perthe statistics remained the same, cent, about a two percent increase
though a few figures changed dra- from last year.
matically.
The percentage of students
This year the
receiving instituadmissions comtional grant aid is
In the admissions
mittee had to be
at 35 percent,
process for this year's
especially careful
almost identical
first year class, Trinity to last year's freshconcerning the
size of the Class
man class.
had 5,950 applicants
of 2011, said
The United
and accepted 2,037,
Dean
of
States geographcreating a 34 percent
ic distribution
Admissions and
remained much
Financial
Aid
acceptance rate. This
the same as well.
Larry
Dow.
rate is far more comThe top five
Trinity's extremely limited housing petitive than last year's most represented
states are still, in
options,
com43 percent acceptance
order of most
bined with the
rate.
students to least,
over enrollment
Massachusetts,
of the Class of
York,
Connecticut,
2010, limited the number of stu- New
dents that Trinity could admit. California, and New Jersey. The
The committee set 570 as their tar- number of international stuget class number; the Class of dents, however, doubled this
year, increasing from 13 to 26
2011 consists of 578 students.
In the admissions process for total, despite the decreased size
this year's first year class, Trinity of the Class of 2011 in comparihad 5,950 applicants and accepted
see WAIT on page 4
2,037, creating a 34 percent accept-

Recently, Trinity has purchased new furniture for dormitories in order to comply with
the California standard for fire
codes. The standard requires that
upholstered furniture and bedding products be flame-retardant, as those items act as a significant fuel source in fires and
are difficult to extinguish once
ignited.
Last year, Little Hall and
Frohmann-Robb Hall received
an upgrade, and this year, furniture
in
North
Campus
Dormitory and Hansen Hall was
replaced.
"We have been systematically
looking at the furniture which
we provide to students in residence halls," Director of
Facilities Sally Katz said. "Over
the past few years and especially
since the tragic outcome of the
fire at Seton Hall [in New
Jersey], attention has been
focused on purchasing furniture
which has high safety ratings.
The [California] standard sets
burn rates, chemical emissions,
and a number of other guidelines for fabrics."
Responsibility for dorm furniture was shifted to the
Facilities department from the

Residential Services department more than half a million dollars
approximately three years ago. to do just a few dorms," Susan
"Besides giving some feedback Salisbury, Associate Director for
on which dorms may need new Residential Life, said. "It's not
furniture most, we do not something you just go to Bob's
choose the pieces, arrange for Warehouse and buy, because it
their delivery, or maintain could go up in flames."
them," Amy DeBaun, Director
Trinity is trying to be proacof Campus Life, said.
tive in its approach to fire safety
According to Katz, the rea- in order to avoid tragedies. The
son behind purchasing new fur- Boland Hall Fire at Seton Hall
niture
that
University that
adheres to the
Katz
mens t r i c t e r
tioned
killed
California stanthree students
Candles, incense, air condard is so that
and injured 54
in case of an
ditioners, waterbeds, halo- o t h e r s .
incident, everyThousands of
gen lamps, open-coiled
one would have
fires occur each
more time to
year on college
electric or heating appliget to safety.
campuses
the
"If you have
ances including hotplates, around
nation, many
ever seen videos
BBQgrills, broilers, space related to stuof how quickly
dents' residenupholstered fabheaters, immersion heaters, tial
living.
rics can burn
you'd see that
"The
reaand ovens,
every
second
sons for the furcounts in avoidniture
guideing getting severely burned," lines is simple - we need to proKatz said. "The manufacturer we vide the safest environment posbuy our furniture from for the sible for our residents," she said.
residence halls specializes in edu- "Fire prevention and safety are at
cational furniture and adheres to the highest levels of concerns for
high safety standards."
college officials. We install
The College invests large smoke and fire alarms, we have
quantities of money for these
see ADDITION on page 5
upgrades. "It can cost up to

Prohibited Items

Grant to Study Cultural Effects of Terrorism
ByBILLCOSGROVE
TRIPOD STAFF
Associate
Professor
of
Modern
Languages
and
Literature Anne Lambright
recently won a prestigious grant
from the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation to study the cultural
impact of terrorism in Peru.
Lambright is a recipient of the
Millicent
C.
Mclntosh
Fellowship, which is a grant that
supports "especially promising"
newly tenured faculty "who
would benefit from additional
time and resources to continue
their scholarly work, but whose
family and other obligations
make it difficult for them to be
away from their homes for
extended periods of time,"
according to the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation's Web site.
Lambright, who has taught at
Trinity since 2000, will be
researching how Peruvian culture
has dealt with .terrorism over the
past few decades. Her work will
focus on a Maoist guerrilla
organization commonly referred
to as Shining Path, which was
the Communist Party of Peru
that, in Lambright's words,
"began a true reign of terror in
the Peruvian Andes in 1980;" In
addition to the terror created by
Shining Path, Lambright will
also study the violence caused
by Peru's counterterrorist organizations. , "Generally the common people were caught in the
middle," she said. "And the
country is still dealing with the
social, cultural, and psychologi-

cal effects of the period."
and creative responses have been
From 1980 to 1992, an esti- flooding the scene, as if the
mated 69,000 people were country finally feels it can really
slaughtered or disappeared as a start collectively contemplating
result of the violence in Peru. and talking about its horrific
One question her work will experience," said Lambright.
attempt to answer is: How do
She also noticed parallels
violence and terror change a between Peru's cultural responsnational culture and a country's es to terrorism and those of
understanding of itself?
other countries, like the United
Her sources will include liter- States. One chapter in her book
ature, theater, film, the Internet, will discuss the "importance of *
and the visual arts, which will the dead body in Peruvian literaaid her in her examination of ture that comments on the prohow these cultural products are liferation of CS/-like shows on
used as ways to understand and [American] -television since
represent the trauma of years of 9/11."
continuous violence. "I'm interCultural representations of
ested not just in the culture that terror and trauma are a phenomproduces terror, but in the cul- enon that has generated a signifture produced by years of sus- icant amount of scholarship latetained violence and terror," ly, and Lambright will integrate
explained Lambright. She will the work of scholars like Ann E.
travel to Peru twice during her Kaplan and Nelly Richard into
two-year fellowship to interview her own.
writers, filmmakers, and perLambright plans to publish
formance
artists.
"The several articles on her work, as.
Fellowship is helpful because it well as a book tentatively titled
allows me to take two shorter The Culture of Terror: Shining
trips rather than a longer one," Path and Counterterrorism in
said Lambright, a mother of five. the
Peruvian
National
Her interest in the subject Imaginary.
came after completing her first
The story of how Lambright
book on Jose Maria Arguedas, a was selected to be a Mclntosh
mid-twentieth century Peruvian Fellow is an interesting one, as
anthropologist and creative the
Woodrow'
Wilson
writer. While researching recent Foundation mistakenly sent its
Peruvian literature, film, and letter of invitation to Trinity
theater, Lambright "was struck University instead of Trinity
by the abundance of representa- College. When the Foundation
tions of both guerrilla and state- finally realized its mistake, Dean
sponsored terrorism." After the of Faculty Rena Fraden invited
findings of Peru's Commission the eligible members of Trinity's
for Truth and Reconciliation ' faculty to apply for the
were published in 2003, "artistic Fellowship.

www.trincoll.edu and www.theodora.com

Lambright will use her grant to study the cultural effects of terrorism in Peru.
Due to the Foundation's
error, applicants were left with
just three weeks to prepare a
proposal and request letters,of
recommendation before the
application materials were due,
and Lambright had to hustle to
get everything done. Her proposal included a description of
the research project, her plans
for publishing her work, and a
budget for how she would use
the fellowship funds over the

next two years,
The
Woodrow
Wilson
Foundation invites the faculty of
10 academic institutions each
year to apply for the Fellowship.
Of all the recently tenured faculty at each school that applied,
only five were
rewarded
Fellowships this year. The
Fellowship provides a stipend of
$15,000 and home institutions
are expected to contribute an
additional $5,000 to recipients.
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Wait list Admittance Increases for 2011 Morelli Receives Grant to
Pair Technology and Aid
continued from page 3

of students .accepted off the waitlist: 101. -Dow cautioned readers
to take this statistic in context.
Every year, the admissions com.jnittee meets with the administra-"
tion to determine the number of
students that they should aim for.
In order to deal with the housing
limitations and the over enroll-

admissions committee knew that
they had to keep the number
son to the Class of 2010. Racially,
more or less congruent with last
the proportidh of students of
year's. Thus the target was set for
color also increased, with 130 in
570.
the class.
However, the admissions comTrinity is known for drawing a
mittee was more conservative than
number of its students from nonin previous years by redefining the
public high schools, including
wait list.
This year, Dow
parochial,
explained, "we
boarding, day
expected to go to
and other pr:
the wait list."
vate school"
As a result,
This year th
students
who
number
o:
normally would
- 578 students
public schoo
have been admitstudent
ted in previous
- 34 percent acceptance rate
decreased fron
years were placed
48 percent to
on the wait list
-101 students accepted off the Wait
43
percent,
with the intenresulting in 5'
tion to admit far
List
percent of th
more students
Class of 201
from the wait list
-26 international students
having attendhan usual. This
ed a non-publii
gave
the admis- 57 percent from non-public high
high school, up
ions committee
from 52 peri greater chance
schools
cent last year.
:o truly shape
Av er ag
he Class of
- 43 percent from public high schools
SAT and ACT
2011. Thisresults c o r e s
d, Dow said, in
- ACT average score: 28
remained the
"really interestsame between
ing class."
- SAT average score: 1944
the Class ofj
President
2011 with the
ones
voiced
Class of 2010.
xcitement for
The ACT average is still 28, and ment of the Class of 2010, one the Class of 2011 as well, saying in
the average SAT is 1944 for the might think that it would be easi- his Convocation speech that the
Class of 2011, 2 points up from er to simply decrease the projected Class of 2011 is "the best credenlast year's SAT scores.
number.
tialed class we have ever admitted.
However, the most noteworHowever, altering the target The expectations we all have of
thy change in the admissions class size from year to year would you are high indeed, and you canprocess this year was the number create issues for the future, so the not let us down."

Class of 2011: At a Glance

By ANNE BOUTHELETTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Scholars and students both
around the world and at Trinity
are beginning to see the ways that
computer science can aid
in
humanitarian
causes.
Simultaneously, Trinity is helping
to promote the field in new and
innovative ways that will appeal
to students who might not have
been attracted to computer science originally. With the aid of
a generous grant, Computer
Science Professor Ralph Morelli
and a team of faculty and students are working on a project
that will both provide software
help to humanitarian causes and
change the field of computer science and how people view it.
According to Morelli, students
are "missing out on real opportunities" in the field of computer
s c i e n c e .
Morelli first heard about the
grant from the National Science
Foundation, who developed a
five million dollar project aimed
at "revitalizing interest" in the
computer science field. Trinity
received $355,000 to implement
the project, and is working alongside Wesleyan University and
Connecticut
College,
who
received smaller grants, to bring
humanitarian relief in the form
of computers. Two projects,
which were developed over the

summer, are already in place, aiding Rwanda and Sri Lanka. The
software created for use in Sri
Lanka, from where Project
Director Trishan de Lanerolle
hails from, is a volunteer management module that helps in disaster recovery efforts.
In addition to global humanitarian efforts, a project in
Hartford will begin developing
computer software solutions to
assist with local community service efforts. Hoping to work with
a humanitarian group such as
Habitat for Humanity, the team
from Trinity, Wesleyan, and
Connecticut College will focus
on a spring break project as well
as continued efforts over next
summer.
Along with representatives
from Brooklyn College and the
University of Hawaii, Morelli is
hoping that the students working
from Trinity, Wesleyan, and
Connecticut will be able to coordinate exchanges in order to
experience other ways computer
programs are being used to help
humanitarian efforts. Though
Brooklyn College and the
University of Hawaii have not
received grants from the NSF,
Morelli would like to see
exchange programs developed.
By developing a program
such as the one created for Sri
see SOFTWARE on page 6
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News In Brief
Trinity Adds Three New
Faculty Members

Professor Nestor Remembered Fondly
continued from page 1
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was not limited to Trinity;
Professor of Chemistry Richard
Herrick started teaching at the
College of the Holy Cross
Beginning with the fall 2007 semester, Trinity College has around the same time as Nestor.
added three members to its full-time faculty. Xiangming
Professor Nestor made many
Chen has been named Dean and Director of the new Center contributions to the Chemistry
for Urban and Global Studies and the Paul E. Raether Department while at Holy
Distinguished Professor of Sociology and International Cross, changing the presentaStudies. Chen holds a Ph.D. and M.A. from Duke University tion of introductory chemistry
and a B.A. from the Beijing Foreign Languages Institute. to a guided inquiry format
called Discovery Chemistry,
Chen comes to Trinity from the University of Chicago and,
which better engaged the stuE. G. Caner
before that, from Fudan University in Shanghai.
dents in the material.
Students and faculty remember Professor Nestor in a montage of photographs.
Christopher Hager is an Assistant Professor of English.
Even though Nestor left after
He received his Ph.D. and M.A. from Northwestern 14 years, Herrick and she involving Nestor's cat, whom organized, professors came
University and his A.B. from Stanford University. He most remained in contact. "I have was completely black with a thin together and mingled, all while
countless memories of Lisa. strip of white hair above the drinking and eating Nestor's
recently taught at Northwestern.
Everyday things we would do cat's lips.
homemade dishes.
Seth Sanders arrives at Trinity from the Albright Institute and talk about. The experiEven though Nestor was
Morrison said, "She pointed
for Archaeological Research in Jerusalem and has been ments we worked on together. me to a Web site called catsthat- prominent in the Chemistry
named Assistant Professor of Religion. He holds a Ph.D. The laughter we shared. Even looklikehitler.com,
worrying Department, she made friends
from Johns Hopkins University and a B.A. from Harvard though much time has passed whether it was politically correct across the spectrum through
since we worked together, I still for her to put photos of her cat these
gatherings.
Nicole
College, www.trincoll.edu
view those times as special," on the Web site."
Antunes '07 offered her own
Herrick said.
Morrison also read an entry condolences and memories of
Jamie Herrick, Dean of the from a blog dedicated to Nestor: Nestor, remembering the times
College of the Holy Cross, also an entry written by former stu- she shared with her. Other stugave her remembrance of dent Rich Yoon c05: "Professor dents have shown their sympaProfessor Nestor. Herrick's rem- Nestor, I will do my best to thy through a Facebook group
Hartford Mayor Eddie A. Perez won a four-way
iniscence highlighted the funny make you proud, even though dedicated to Nestor's memory.
Democratic primary Tuesday night, brushing aside quesmoments in Nestor's life. you would say that you were
As the service ended, a slide
tions about his ethics and a bruising style as the city's
"When her dress caught on fire always proud of me, even when show of Nestor's life was
strongest mayor.
during lab, Ron Jarret patted I was that pompous [expletive] shown. As images of her childout the flame and she continued that walked into your lab."
hood, collegiate years, married
Perez won with 49 percent of the vote, according to
Associate
Professor
of life, teaching life, and parent
unofficial returns. About 25 percent of the city's 30,000 working in the lab with a hole in
her dress," said Herrick.
Mathematics Mary Sandoval life flashed across a projection
registered Democrats cast ballots. Perez, Hartford's first
Senior Lecturer in Chemistry shared the extent to which that had been set up - signs
Puerto Rican mayor, was elected in 2001.
at Trinity Janet Morrison's Nestor was an influence on the that Nestor will not soon be
www.courant.com
memories of Nestor were also Trinity community. During the forgotten, memories of her
lighthearted. She shared a story social gatherings that Nestor saved.

Hartford Mayor Perez Wins
Democratic Primary

New Furniture

Brings Dorms Up to Code
continued from page 3
emergency lighting, we ban
items like candles and halogen
lamps that have proven to ignite
and cause damage, and we have
tried to provide residents with
furniture that, if exposed to
flames or flammable chemicals,
will not immediately ignite causing severe injuries."
It is the job of the
Residential Life staff (Resident
Assistants
and
Area
Coordinators) to inventory students' rooms when residents
arrive in the fall and depart in
the spring in order to make sure
they are in compliance with the
school's guidelines. While Katz
hopes that students self-enforce
these policies, she- said "the
Residential Life staff is the major
player in enforcing the rules
through health and safety
inspections."
This is especially true at the
beginning of the academic year
when; many students remove furniture from their rooms and
leave it in hallways and stairwells. "The fire marshal gets
upset when he sees mattresses
and desks crowding passageways," Salisbury said, "because it
could be a hazard when people
are trying to exit a building due
to a fire."
It is the responsibility of RAs
and ACs to inform residents of
this regulation, one that is. not
new, but which can apparently

confuse students from time to
time. "I never understand why
students • think that this rule is
new," Salisbury said. "I remember it being in place as far back
as eight years ago when I started
working here."
The policy is an important
one because the Facilities
Department has no storage space
or manpower to deal with
unwanted furniture. "We understand that students want to have
their own mattresses, but it's a
concern nonetheless," Salisbury
said. "The College wants to
upgrade to decent furniture for
students' personal safety."
Victor Castillo '08 has first' hand experience with the importance of the College's policies.
After starting a fire in Summit
Suites when he left a candle
burning, Castillo learned his lesson. "In my opinion, it's important to follow the school's guidelines," he said. "Not only are you
putting your own life in danger
by not following them, but you
endanger the lives of others living in dormitory facilities."
Castillo no longer lives on
campus. "It is extremely important to avoid hazards and follow
and obey the rules," Castillo
said. "We go to a prestigious college where academics should be
a priority, and it is an annoyance
to have the extra responsibility
of living off campus because you
weren't responsible in the first
p l a c e . " ..'••
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Software Grant Provides Trinity
Professor with Research Funds
continued Bom page 4
Lanka, the team of three colleges, and ideally teams from Brooklyn College and the
University of Hawaii, will bring in an
aspect of humanitarian relief that is still
largely unrepresented around the world.
One thing that the computer science
program is hoping to add is the presence
of people who may not be technically
inclined. Morelli acknowledged that
"building software does require coding,"
but was quick to add that "it's so much
more than that."
Anyone interested in participating in
the project is welcome - having computer
expertise is not required. Instead of designing programs, there are opportunities to
work as liaisons between those working on
the grant and the organizations that are
receiving the software. Despite common
stereotypes, computer science is, according
to Morelli, a "very creative, social activity."
And socialize they do. Using Open
Source technology that pioneered the
work they are continuing, grant participants are communicating through the

Internet to create their programs. In addition to the work they're doing this semester, and will be doing in the future, they're
also bringing the technology into the
classroom. Students from the three participating schools, 23 in total, were
involved in a class taught last semester
using webcams and video conferencing.
By using Open Source, programmers are
able to communicate with other programmers across the world, creating programs
like Skype and Firefox, and ultimately the
technology that will make computers a
common presence when it comes to
humanitarian relief.
Morelli's goal, and that of the NSF, is
to build up computer science as something that isn't taboo for those who normally wouldn't consider themselves computer savvy. As de Lanerolle says, computer science extends "beyond the classroom."
More information on the project
can be found
on the Internet at
http://www.cs.trincoll.edu/hfoss or by ernailing Morelli at Ralph.Morelli@trincoll.edu.

Arland Kane
Off-campus living offers amenities and freedoms that many Trinity students living on campus desire.

Members of the Class of 2009
Adjust to life Outside of Dorms
continued Bom page 1

Trishan R. de Lanerolle
Morelli and his student team worked over the summer to improve the use of humanitarian technology.

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Gash, Go
Free! Best Prices Guaranteed
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
S. Padre and Florida.
Call for group discounts.
1-800-648-4849
www. sts travel, com

Brown found housing a bit farther
from campus than most, in downtown
Hartford rather than the more studentpopulated Crescent Street and New
Britain Avenue. Although it takes longer
to get to campus each morning, Brown
claimed, "I love where I live so I'm not as
mad as I once was."
"I am very happy with my situation,"
e^h,oe.d Kates. "There is plenty of room
,ihd the hassles of living in a dorm are
gone. No fire alarms, no RAs, no noisy
neighbors, and [I have] the ability to
avoid a bad day at Mather if I so choose."
Several other students noted the many
perks of off-campus living. "Not having
to wear flip flops when I take a shower,"
is a perk for Stacy Hathcox '09. Other .
students said that they were happy to
have a personal kitchen and bathroom,
more space, less noise, and no residential
assistants.
"Unless your off-campus house is significantly detached from the Trinity campus, you still feel part of the college community with all the inescapable blare of
students' ruckus pounding your apartment like surround sound," said Chung,
who lives on Crescent Street.
However, Brown, who lives far enough
away that she has to drive to campus
everyday, does not feel as connected with
the Trinity community as others do. "I
also feel a little out of touch with campus
life since I don't hang out in Mather and
I don't always know about stuff going on
on-campus," she said.
Hathcox lives on Allen Place, a seemingly convenient location, but it is just
far enough away for mid-day pit stops to
be out of the question. "The worst thing
about living off-campus is trying to figure
out everything I will need for the entire
day, and then having to carry it all everywhere.
"For example, on Mondays I have to
be prepared for all my classes, Squash, my
lab at the field station where I must wear
boots and long pants, and then rugby
practice." Hathcox continued, "There is
no time to run back to my apartment and
drop anything off, because the only time
I have is a 25 minute break between my
last class and my lab, which is hardly
enough time just to get to my apartment."
One of the biggest and most incon-

venient issues for students living off-campus is having to pay their own bills, and
on time, too. Many students feel overwhelmed by the sudden need to pay for
rent, utilities, and Comcast all while trying to adjust their schedules to the beginning of classes. Hathcox, though, was
more optimistic about dealing with these
new problems. "I think my roommates
and I have become closer now that we
live off-campus, because we have to control all aspects of our living situation. If
something needs to be fixed, we have to
decide what we're going to do and how
we're going to do it."
Another expense that students deal
with is furnishing their own apartments.
"Desks, chairs, beds, and dressers need to
be brought from somewhere, and the hassle of stuffing these in your car or renting
a U-Haul can be quite burdensome," said
Chung.
Chung also addressed the issue of
safety. "Knowing friends who live offcampus on Crescent Street being robbed
multiple times, I am worried that the
same awful situation may happen to me
as well."
However, Brown feels much safer in
her new location. "My townhouse locks
automatically and you need a key pass to
get into the gate surrounding all the
townhouses. Parking is also in a secure
lot. That is possibly the best part since
there have been many, many break-ins,
robberies, and muggings on campus and
the apartments surrounding campus."
Kates does not worry so much about
his own safety but potes that "no one
wants to come visit me at night unless I
escort them."
While the students living off-campus
seem to be managing very well, their
responses are mixed when: asked if they
plan to keep their off-campus residence
next year. "If money weren't a factor, I
would live-off campus. However, since it's
cheaper to live bn-campus and much
more convenient, I would rather live oncampus next year," said Brown.
Chung simply responded with a "no,"
while Kates stated, "I plan to live off-campus next year and do not want to return
to the dorms."
.
"We have become a little family on
Allen Place," said Hathcox, "and I would
have moved off campus with [my roommates] this year even if the housing shortage never happened."
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"I, and the
other undersigned presidents,
agree
that prospective students
benefit
from
having as complete information as possible in
making their college choices."
I'm talking to a freshman at
a
party
Saturday
night.
Conversation ranges from the
pasting USC is giving Nebraska
to the painfully long beirut
game beside us to the inevitable
recounting of past party stories.
One in particular, an especially
funny tale from late fall of last
year, draws an enthusiastic
response from the crowd. The
freshman assures me that he was,
in fact, present for the story. It
was his recruiting visit, and he
relates his point of view with a
hint of nostalgia and a fair share
of glee. Everyone laughs and
adds in their own little facet of
the story and it grows into
something more than it. was
" ... we are concerned about j
the inevitable biases in any single ranking formula ... "
One guy chimes in, downplaying a part of the story. It's
easy to dismiss him, though,
because he doesn't like the people in it. Someone else counters
him, singing the praises of the
characters a bit too loudly. The
little argument twists the story a
bit more.
" ... about the admissions
frenzy ... "
A group of girls overhears
the conversation, and they add
their two cents, and then some.
Not only, it seems, were they
there, but they have a bunch of
other stories they feel are related
to tell. The conversation splinters into smaller groups.
"... and the way in which
rankings can contribute to that
frenzy and to a false sense that
educational success or fit can be
ranked in a single numerical
list."
As the story finally dies, the
usual pronunciation of "that
was the best," or "that's the best
story of last year," or even something ridiculous like "that was
the greatest thing to ever happen," get thrown around and are
met with skepticism and support in equal portions. The
attention of the crowd shifts
elsewhere and I take my leave to
head out to the backyard for a
drink. •
Imagine trying to devise a
rating system for telling a story
at a party. What if the story
see RANKINGS on page: 8
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Off-Campus Housing Is Environmental Messages
Blessing fej Jome Shallow and IJnpersuasive
By JACKIE SPARKS
TRIPOD STAFF

A few years
ago, I was trying to decide
where I was
going to spend
the next stage
of my life.
Trinity,
my
first choice, had a couple things
that my other choice lacked —
Guided Studies and guaranteed
on campus housing.
Now,
Guided Studies, while not exactly
what I expected, didn't disappoint. I only wish I could say the
same about housing.
I don't mean that my housing
the first two years was inadequate. Housed in Jones and then
in Elton, I really can't complain
about my rooms from those
years. And I don't want to. My
disappointment with housing
came when Trinity declined to
locate housing on campus for me
this year, despite their previous
promise to do so.
. At many schools, juniors and
seniors live off campus. My
friends at one of the big North
Carolina state universities didn't
quite understand when I talked
to them over the summer why I
was so ambivalent about living
off campus. For a school like
that, with many thousands of students, living off campus is fine.
However, it's not the right
choice for a school like Trinity,
where, from the moment we
arrive on campus freshman year,
the school works to turn us into
a real community. After all, isn't

that the point of housing freshmen by seminar? Living off campus, even as close as I live, I
sometimes feel a little cut off
from the school. I'm not passing
people in the halls in the dorm
or when I simply walk out of my
building. It is much more of an
effort to find people.
That said, there are things
that I love about being off campus. We have a lot of space; the
whole first floor of our building.
We have a living room and a dining room, which is currently set
up as a study with three desks.
There's even room for me to have
a whole separate table to permanently (for the semester) set up
my sewing machine. And given
the
current
situation
in
"Mather," having a kitchen is
wonderful. It's also nice not to
be tied into dining hall hours,
especially when I wake up early
on weekends. A single person at
a time in the bathroom is pleasant, too. And I'm aware it could
be a lot worse; I am actually in a
better position than at CCI,
since I live right by the hockey
rink. I can still walk to campus
even if crossing New Britain Ave.
can be a bit of a pain. However,
for me, being walking distance
from campus isn't just a nice feature; but a necessity, since I do
not have a car of my own. I
drive, but I borrow my parents'
car, so it isn't simply an issue of
not bringing it to Hartford — I
lack one to bring. This meant
that for housing, once Trinity
decided not to give me somesee COLLEGE'S on page 9

to be anti-environment. I seriously doubt that anyone out
there really wants all the forests
Do
you and ecosystems to be completely
know
what demolished due to clear-cutting.
really grinds More and more products are
my
gearss? biodegradable, so they don't just
Treehuggers. sit in landfills for the next eon
or so. A trash can specifically for
Yeahi
you
recyclables can be found just a
know who you few yards from anyone at any
are. With your given time. People can even buy
smug little bumper stickers on renewable energy to offset emisyour cars, saying how green you sions from their cars.
are, and how you use leaves to
It seems to
wipe your behind
me
that environWhether it's showing
instead of using
mentalists like
toilet
paper.
photos depicting clear- using shock tacWhat do you
cutting in the Amazon, tics to scare peowant, huh? Do
or showing the cute lit- ple into realizing
you want a cookwhat a mess
ie for it, is that
tle animals that would
things
are.
what you want?
die if we cut down the Whether
it's
Because, in the
showing a sucforests,
we
get
the
picend,
nobody
cession of phocares. There, I've
ture. Shock tactics are
tos
depicting
said it.
getting old as people
clear-cutting in
Now
that
get used to these kinds the Amazon, or
every irrational
showing
the
environmentalist
of images.
cute little anihas fled
the
mals that would
newspaper
to
die if we cut down the forests,
write an angry letter to the ediwe get the picture. Shock tactics
tor, I can begin this opinions
are getting old as people become
piece. Don't get me wrong, I'm
numb to these kinds of images. I
somewhat
environmentally
remember last year that Green
friendly. I try my best not to use
Campus took all the cans from
water bottles, and I use environjust one weekend of .partying
mentally safe beauty products.
and dumped it on the Cave
You all know how big of a fashpatio. That's nice, but my high
ionista I .am, so this is a pretty
school Environmental Club
big sacrifice if I can't use my eye
topped you guys by collecting
cream
because
it's
not
about a ton of cans to display to
biodegradable.
the school. It wasn't actually a
Point being, society has progressed a lot in being environsee ENVIRO. on page 9
mentally safe. It's kind of hard
By SAN-EOU LAN
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Dear

President Jones
Answers
Students'
=?••!

Questions
Do you regret the decision that you made in sending juniors off campus? What
would you say to all the juniors who might feel bitter?

When schools face considerable issues with their physical plants, hard decisions
have to be made. They cannot be avoided, and rational
solutions have to be found,
often when whatever solutions can be
irnpose temporary challenges.
In the case of
were several. J arv - Ur ^°ng Walk restoration, the challenges
houses several aca<~| . ° u ses some 160 students. Seabury
on our campus are tTnic departments. The two historic sites
pies of academjc par^u,ably, among the most noted of examWhen, in the fall of ? c architecture in the United States,
3w e
of the challenges n
began t 0 understand the scope
S
we knew that We ]? J^ ^y the state of these two buildings,
before us. Only V»L a considerable institutional problem
did we understand ^ ^ ee x P e r r s provided us a full report
been replaced sinCe ^ t o r e P a i f t n e roofs, which had not
ings were built ^ ti e v were installed when the two buildhave to vacate both L . ^ 0 S , nearly 140 years ago, we would
academic departrne
icings simultaneously, relocate all the
dence halls off {{ne * in Seabury, and take one of the resiwe could not accom y ^ t ^ 3e bottom line proved to us that
sive size, the larg es jP.^ any renovation project of this masbuildings were takeil ^ Trinity's long history, unless both
flanking an entire' a J ^ ^ n e ^ o r ^ months: two summers
team spent scores Q/L erri ic year. The senior administrative
Trinity, we had bo u r ° U r s analyzing options. Thankfully for
of Summit and Ne w R ^ e ° ^ CPTV building on the corner
Commons, was ren0 r ' t a in. That building, renamed Trinitycoming in under b U c j a t e c * during the previous academic year,
the academic dep art g e t a n d before schedule. We then moved
the Finance offiCes f^nts, plus the Registrar, and several of
merits on a .tenant..-0 the Commons: the academic departoffices tiiere''
ed .tfoeB^straj and Finance
We were thus „
Wl
th a set of options for the dislocation
of students from. 1
ty. We do not ha\ ^ Trinity is a small academic communi.
„_who
, T l l u a "ditional housing sitting vacant to take
160 students
year. Whom to rn.ov ^ n o t ^ v e m faYls ^ o r tr*is academic
space on campus r °rf campus, since logically there was no
iors? The sophom. o ° r ^ s t 0 ? s e ' The first-year class? The sensizes of the classes th&
juniors? Because of the respective
Se ves w e
lematic option was
^ '
^ e c ^ e < ^ t n a t t n e ^ e a s t probhoused on carripUs .^P move the juniors who could not be
and equitable to m'
° u gh the lottery system that seems fair
since Trinity is a r e • ^ ^ east - Is this an optimal solution? No,
nt
as many students 0
ial campus, and our goal is to house
arn
Our Office of r> ? pus as our housing stock will allow,
those students w ^ Sl^ential Life staff worked tirelessly with
sought apartments u n e e c ^ e d to be housed off campus. We
contracted with th o ^ s h t ' 3 e free m the Hartford area, we
ing, computer h.oov' t o Provide rooms with air-conditiondents who would ^ UPS> a n < i other amenities for those stuplanned for shuttle
^ . o u s e ^ o n Sigourney Street, and we
Perhaps, [n s Sei"vice and parking.
options available t O t t i e theoretical sense, there were other
our College c o ^ ° u ^ but a number of gifted members of
what those other ^? J ty spent hours and hours discussing
the day came U p -P.tloris might have been. We at the end of
vast majority of t h ^ 1 ^ the options we have followed. The
accepted this fact e ?.tudents who had to live off campus have
year in good f Or oi: Trinity life for the 2007-2008 academic
o s e wrj
treated with hon eS h
.o have complained have been
an<
The end result
^ forthrightness.
a vast improvern.1as a ^ wiU s e e come August of 2008, will be
Walk buildings. V \ t o w ^ a t e x i s t e d in our beautiful Long
out both Seahurv.e V e increased common spaces throughback, as close a s a r i 4 J a r v i s - We are taking the buildings
marked improve^ ^OSs!ble> to Burges' original designs, with
heating, and w i t ^ ^ ^ ^ n t r i e ventilation, air-conditioning and
as leaking doorv^ a v a t t e t l t ion to environmental concerns such
I have appreciat/ 1 1 ^ windows.
understanding Q f t j ^ " the hard work of the various staffs, the
dents. The incomr • ^ a c u i t y, departmental staffs, and our stubuildings on cam t i l e r i - C e s or " having two of the most central
worth it all once tK^8 O r ^ ^ n e ^ o r ^ months will be well
see, less than a v p ^ e nSassiye project is completed, as all will

^ y questionsforPresident Jones to
t
ripod@trincoll.edu

Society in need of Feminist Politics
Of course, this is not the
defining and articulating masculinity? For that was precisely whole picture. Sexism and sexist
what had happened: a bunch of notions of gender have been writOne night, guys hanging out together who ten into our language, politics,
maybe
three derived a great deal of joy from economics, and culture for thoumonths ago, I the fact that they were a bunch of sands of years, resolving the
was sitting in a guys hanging out together. Each resulting inequalities will require a
good friend's of the men present would never great deal more than a paragraph
dorm room in ordinarily espouse sexist views; long analysis.
What we can determine from
Vienna, Austria none of them would profess a
enjoying his forgivably mediocre belief in inherent inequality the above anecdote is that there
are striking dismusical talent (because he was between the genconnects between
fairly drunk) with several other ders; all would
Dear Lord, I thought.
feminist theory
friends, all of whom were male. agree that the
Here I am trying to
and "everyday"
As it got later and the thirty-rack material manifestations
of
sexist
of beer became a four-rack, I
leave this room only to practice. These
ideology
(discrepdisconnects seem
began to yawn and prepared to
discover that to do so
ancies
in
pay
for
to correlate with
announce my departure. I stood
would reverse several
a widely held
up, began to say good night, and "the same job; date
belief that fully
was immediately informed that rapes; domestic
arbitrary genetic coucommitted femithis was not only unacceptable, violence; etc.) are
plings and 21 years of nist politics is
but also clearly demonstrated that undeniably wrong
unnecessary.
I was a "pussy," "had no balls," and ought to be anatomical developFeminist dis"should just shut the !@$# up combated. But
ment.
their
progressive
course
today
and sit down" because I was a
sentiments
dissolve
when
"the
wades
through
a
murky
bog
of
"woman," had to "stop acting like
guys" get together. Women are caveats, apologies, and conditions
a little girl," and "sack up."
Dear Lord, I thought. Here I no longer women, but ideas that leave what remains of the
am trying to leave this room only against which men come to original positions weak and holthemselves. low. The. questions look someto discover that to do so would understand
Masculinity
is
not
weak,
not emo- thing like the following: how can
reverse several arbitrary genetic
For most we make feminism sexy, popular,
couplings and 21 years of anatom- tional, not passive.
ical development. I made several men, their masculine identity "cool again?" In other words, how
attempts to respond civilly, only recedes into the background and can we make feminism more popto receive the same message again, only emerges as a thing to be han- ulist? One popular tactic is to
and louder. I did eventually lose dled and modified when chal- speak not about "the woman" or
my temper, storm out of the lenged. Had I remained with my "the feminine," but directly to
room, make it to bed, and wake friends until the group collective- individuals. Can I be a houseup the next morning with my ly decided that the hour was late wife and a feminist? Can I be a
enough to permit us all to retire, prostitute and a feminist? Can I
masculinity and testicles intact.
How are we to understand the question of my "manliness"
see MASCULINITY on page 9
this appeal to un-femininity in would not have come up.
By JAMES MURPHY
OPINIONS CO>fTRIBUTOR

Rankings Not Indicative of College
continued from page 7
opened with a numerical qualifier? "Well," you'd say, "this is a
good one. It rounded out at an
even 96 on the ratings scale."
The whole idea is ridiculous in
the first place. Not only would
there be never ending debate,
but there's no good way to truly
rate and rank stories. They're
too complex. There's too much
that goes into them. There are
too many different people with
different • points
of view
involved.
That's why, when I learned
this summer of Trinity's decision to not recognize the U.S
News and World Report college
rankings, I couldn't have been
happier. Sure, it's true. Telling a
story at a party and choosing a
college are. very different
processes, but they share a lot in
common. Hearing the information from other people can be
misleading, for better or worse.
Everyone has a different opinion and expression of their experience. And, most of all, even
with every bit of data possible,
you can't- fully understand or
appreciate either unless you
actually are there.
President Jones' letter on the
subject, which I quoted above,
seems fairly simple and straightforward. It maintains a positive
attitude, but the language contains a great deal of criticism. In
between talk of improvement
and advancement, there's the
reaction of someone presented
with a rating on a story they're
being told at a party. There's a

subtle feeling of surprise at just It's probable that the U.S News
how ridiculous the entire system and World Report will continue
is. The letter reads, "We commit their rankings for a long time.
not to'mention U.S. News or They sell magazines. The best
similar rankings in any of our way to combat them is to do
new publications, since such what the presidents are doing:
lists mislead the public into just ignore them. Without credithinking that the complexities bility and attention, their releof American higher education vance will wane. I hope that this
can be reduced to one number." action will encourage prospecAll of those presidents whose tive students to take an active
names make up the undersigned, role in searching for a school
the people who every day walk and rely less on data in all
through their campuses and see forms, convoluted rankings or
otherwise.
the dynamics
of the atmosI see that freshI see that freshman
phere,
have
man again later in
again later in the night
watched their
the night. He's havHe's having a great
s c h o o l s
ing a great time
become
a
and it seems like
time and it, seems like
number. Their
he's enjoying life at
he's enjoying life at
stories have
Trinity overall. I'm
been rated and
Trinity overall. I'm
pretty sure he's
ranked, and
happy with his
pretty sure he's happy
prospective
decision. It's probwith his decision. It's
students, parably just about
ents, and even
how he expected it
probably just about
alumni are
how he expected it to would be. He doesjudging them
n't have any need
be. He doesn't have
by it.
for rankings or ratings. Funny how
any need for rankings
The action
experiencing life at
taken is simand ratings.
the place you're
ple. Even with
going to live and
a critical eye,
study
at
for
the next four years
the presidents have politely discan
help
out.
Someone else
tanced themselves from the
starts
telling
another
story.
rankings by not recognizing or
participating in them. The letter Reactions split and the argucloses, "As for rankings, we rec- ment over how good it was or
ognize that no degree of protest wasn't starts up again. This
may make them Soon disappear, group of drunks probably won't
and hope, therefore, that further be moving in "socially and edudiscussion will help shape them cationally useful directions" anyin ways that will press us to time soon, but it's easy to tune
move in ever more socially and them out. That's all you can do,
educationally useful directions." really.
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College's Broken Promise EnvironmentaEsm Not Just For Show
Unexpected for Students
continued Bom page 7

continued Bom page 7

pared to rent an apartment in the
first place. Due partially to the
thing on campus, I was limited to fact that I have a sister still in
the area directly around Trinity, high school, only my dad was
namely New Britain Avenue, able to come help me move in
Crescent Street, Broad Street, and this year. And even he was only
Allen Place. The Trinity admin- able to come for a short period
istration didn't quite seem to of time. Given that I was the
understand this.
first one to move
When I went to
in, that was not
That's where I feel
the housing fair,
enough time to
Trinity really messed
there were only
get straightened
up; how much assistwo people, of
out.
For
the half dozen
tance they gave the
instance, no one
there, who it even
told me that
people who weren't
made sense for
someone actually
granted housing.
me to talk to. All
has to come to
others were too
turn on the gas; I
far away, impractical without a thought it could be done remotecar.
ly. At least we have an electric
That's where I feel Trinity stove so I could cook while waitreally messed up; how much assis- ing; a friend of mine in a differtance they didn't give the people ent apartment still doesn't have
who weren't granted housing. I his gas on with a gas stove. And
knew there was a chance, and we just managed to get our
thus tried to work out an apart- Internet hooked up on Saturday.
ment before spring break, but it Given how important e-mail is tc
fell through. By the time the a lot of classes here, that involved
official cut-off announcement frequent trips to the library.
came, much higher then everyOverall, I can't say I am comone thought it would be, it was pletely appalled with my campus
very late in the semester. The housing, at least not now that
stress of trying to find an apart- we've been able to clean the
ment while also dealing with end apartment and I'm mostly
of semester assignments (includ- unpacked. And the Jarvis and
ing two major research papers) Seabury renovations are certainly
and my extracurriculars, was needed and overdue. If Trinity
rather unwelcome. To give stu- had not deferred maintenance for
dents that official notice so late so long, it might not have been
was completely unacceptable. necessary to close the buildings.
tave kept
campus, making a return to their promise of housing, which,
Hartford during the summer for me at least, was a big selling
impossible. And I was unpre- point for the school.

Masculinity Does Not
Conflict with Feminism

answer to this question must be
an unapologetically emphatic
be a secretary and a feminist? Of "yes." The progress we have
course questions of individual made in combating gender
praxis are important, but they inequality amounts to nothing if
seem, in a disturbingly narcissistic our successes are not compliway, to eclipse a larger debate mented by a feminist discourse
that is as critical
about the condias
it is constant.
tion of half the
The progress we have
Moreover,
we
world's populamade in combating
must use words
tion, not one
like
"success"
woman's career
gender inequality
very
carefully.
choice.
amounts to nothing if
We
can
no
A more proour
successes
are
not
longer
(as
if
we
ductive line of
ever could) treat
complimented by a.
questioning might
minor legal victorun as follows:
feminist discourse that
ries as conclucan feminist poliis as critical as it is
sions or struggletics survive alongending events.
constant.
side brutally hetThe
legal victoero-normative
ries
won
by
women
in the last
social institutions like college fracentury,
while
very
important,
are
ternities and sororities? Does it
the
beginning,
not
the
end,
of
make any sense to focus on the
life-decisions of one woman in feminist politics. As we welcome
the face of widespread objectifica- yet another generation of Trinity
tion and oppression of "the weak- students onto our campus, we
er sex?" How have viciously must keep this in. mind, or else
problematic ideas and tendencies wait anxiously for fewer women
come to influence our everyday to be hired, lower enrollments in
speech and activity? And finally, WMGS courses, further objectifiare there unexamined assump- cation, sexualization, and demotions about the race or class of nization of the feminine, and on
the "woman" around which femi- a more visceral level, the string of
assaults, batteries, date rapes, and
nist discourse revolves?
abuses that are business as usual
Finally, are we in need of on the weekend.
a feminist politics today? The
continued Bom page 8»

ton, but it was definitely a lot
more than what Green Campus
did. People passed by the pile
without an even a second glance,
but why? We're used to these
kinds of images, and we hate
being told that we're terrible,
horrible people for not being
green enough. We know that
we're not being environmental,
and most of us at least are doing
our part, it's just the few jerks
that make the rest of us look
bad.
Dogs, cats, and other assorted pets may respond well to
admonishments and punishments associated with bad
behavior, but humans are different. We like positive encouragement every once in a while.
We're smart enough to have
egos, which makes us very different from everything else in the
animal kingdom. Why can't
Green Campus give me a
thumbs up for doing my part,
and tell me I'll get something
k iod if I keep this up? That
something good being a green
planet.
Just recently I was talking to
a friend of mine and I spilled
some soda on the floor. I
reached for the nearest paper
towel and proceeded to wipe off
the mess. Sounds pretty reason-

able, right? Well, my friend was ers, like a Boston Red Sox stickaghast and took the napkin from er or a Yankees sticker, to let
me, and went off on a tangent people know who they root for.
involving the number of trees You want to show your affiliathat died for every piece of tion with a sports team, a politpaper I used to wipe the floor. ical party, etc. Thus, the whole
What was I supposed to do? Lick issue spirals out of proportion,
the mess with my tongue? as people compete with each
Things have gotten pretty out of other to see who's greener.
hand with this whole being
It's not just average Joes who
green deal. In Taiwan, there's a have this problem. Celebrities
reusable canvas bag that has the also need to be photographed
statement "I'm not a plastic bag" putting their beer cans into the
written on it. By the end of the right trash can, just so everyone
bag's first week being released, it in the world can see how envihad climbed to an astronomical ronmental they are and they can
price.
be
congratulated
for
it.
Environmentalists
need
to
realIt's become just as important
to be seen as environmentally ize that everyone is doing their
friendly as it is to actually be best to put their recyclables in
environmentally friendly. It's not the right trash can or buying
good enough to be quietly sort- biodegradable products. So,
ing your recyclables correctly; please, get off our case and stop
everyone has to know that treating us like terrible people.
you're doing it. Hence, my real Hitler was a terrible person;
beef is against those environ- we're just people who are creamental bumper stickers on cars. tures of habit, and we're changIt's very nice that you're being ing our set ways. Secondly, peogreen, but doesn't the whole ple who showcase their green
thing boil down to feeding the habits on their cars, like a prosego when you slap that sticker titute strutting his or her stuff
on your car? What does it mean on a corner, need to think about
when you put something like what they're really doing. If you
that on a bumper sticker? It's were truly green, you wouldn't
certainly not just sitting there care if everyone and their mothfor your own amusement. You er knew you were environmenput it on there because you want tal. It'd be enough that you are
people to know about it. For just doing the right thing, for
example, people put other stick- your own sake and no one else's.

Along the Wrong Walk
Is Crescent Street the new Vernon?
"Nowhere close. All the fraternities are on Vernon
Street. I can walk on Vernon Street any given night
and find something to do." • .
•
Andrew Timothy
CLASS OF 2011

'Geographically different. Not near each other."
Breanna Spingler, Katie
Goodman, and Kristen Lawson (on phone)
CLASS OT 2010

My apartment burned down on Crescent. It will
never be the spot for me again."
Verdell Walker
CLASS OF 2009

"I don't know, I don't go here."
Matt Dwonszyk
CLASS OF 2009, Academy of the Performing Arts
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Tuesday,
September
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«| O Wednesday,
f | J September

4 p.m.
Writing Workshop for
Students
Writing Center,
115 Vemon Street

-"f #1 Thursday,
| J September

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

4:30 p.m.
Human Rights Lecture
Reese Room,
Smith House

Sunday,
September

<% *% Monday,
<&4jl September

5:15 p.m.
Vespers Service
Chapel

f% M
JOmW

7 p.m.
Green Campus Meeting
Community Service Office

6 p.m.
Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapel
9 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

Calendar of Events

f\ / \ Friday,
Jm\3 September

*\ -*| Saturday,
j L 1 September

5 p.m.
Safe Zone Workshop
WGRAC Lounge

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
Summit South, Room 100

5:30 p.m.
Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament
Friendship Chapel

7 p.m.
Hispanic History Month
Opening Celebration
La Casa

Tuesday,
September

*\ [ •
£& 4 J

9 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

8 p.m.
ConnPIRG Campus
Climate Challenge
Meeting
FACES Lounge

*)*)
JmJm

12 p.m.
Community Cookout
Trinfo Cafe,
1300 Broad Street

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in the Washington Room.
Note: Mather Dining Hall is scheduled to open Thursday,
September 20.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
Spanish

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
12:30 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m. • 1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.

Green Tip of the Week

Conserve energy by:

-Unplugging your cell phone chargers, camera
chargers, etc. Also unplug any other appliances or
devices, like your TV, DVD player, and microwave,
when not in use. (TVs and DVDs in standby mode still
use severaf watts of power.)
-Turning off your computer (including the monitor,
speakers, and printer) at night or when not in use.

Community Service
Spotlight
This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
?
Elisabeth Cianciola '10 for he> help in organizing
Earthdance, a movement that promotes environmentalism and world peace synchronized in over 350 locations
in 60 countries. For its eleventh year, the theme of the
event was "honoring the waters."
The event took place Saturday, September 15, at the
Vemon Social Center.
Cianciola is the current co-chair of Green Campus, the
group that co-sponsored Earthdance along with
Alchemy Juice Bar (203 New Britain Avenue).
,"l feel that it was a great opportunity for Trinity
students to engage casually and peacefully with members of the surrounding Hartford community," Cianciola
said. "We all rely on the same sources for our water,
because we are connected through our watershed, and
we are counting on each other not to ruin the quality of
this fundamentally shared resource."
Cianciola was in contact with the manager of
Alchemy, Imani Zito, several times over the summer to
go over the logistics and their vision of the event.
"We decided to advocate the 'Think Outside the
Bottle' campaign and have guests electronically submit
pledges to choose tap water over bottled water [as well
as] sign a petition asking Coca Cola, Pepsi, and Nestle
to reveal the sources of their bottled water."
For those who were unable to attend, Cianciola wants
to emphasize it is not too late to take action - simply go
to stopcorporateabusenow.org for more information.

Facts and figures:

Brain Teasers

According to futureforests.co.uk, only five percent of the power drawn by cell phone
chargers is actually used to charge phones. The other 95 percent is wasted when you
leave it plugged into the wall, but not into your phone.

If it were two hours later, it would be half as long until
midnight as it would be if it were an hour later.
What time is it now?

Atypical computer consumes around 300 watts, according to HowStuffWorks.com.
If you use your computer for only six hours every day, the other 18 hours it is on
would be wasted energy. In Connecticut, electricity costs an average of 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour, so 18 hours represents 54 cents a day, which adds up to $197 per year.

The result of adding the date of the last Monday of last
month and the date of the first Thursday of next month is
38. What is the current month, if both dates are of the
same year?
jsnSnv pue -ui'd 6 i
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Reviews on Subs and Burgers
By JOHNNY GAFFNEY and
NICKSUDHAKAR

' • • • ^ v ' 1 ' - i r " •'• •'V'V'"''•'• ',''••'

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Both Johnny Gaffhey and I,
Nick Sudhakar, had high expectations going into our meal at West
Hartford's A.C. Petersen Farms.
A fellow food connoisseur had
informed us of the true AllAmerican eating experience available at A.C. Petersen Farms, as
well as the three different types of
French fries that the restaurant
boasts. Before commencing with
:he actual restaurant review, we
jelieve it necessary to enlighten
>ur readers as to our experience
is reviewers in the food and bev:rage world.
I have been reviewing fine
restaurants since 1995: back when
Emeril Legasse was probably the
short-order chef at the local
T.G.I. Friday's. I proceeded to
study in France at the turn of the
century, mastering the powerful
art of cheese and completing an
extensive graduate thesis detailing
the subtleties of wine and cheese
combinations. The paper was well
received and ultimately segued to
my first major break: receiving an
invitation to headline at a Swiss
Cheese Conference in Zurich. I
returned to New York City in
2003 where I consistently contributed to The New York Times,

West Hartford's A.C. Petersen Farms provides diners with basic delicacies like New England Clam Chowder and milkshakes.
reviewing small pubs and street
shacks. I am now pursuing writ-

ing for The Trinity Tripod to
dodge the limelight that is inherent to reviewing big city restaurants characterized by high-powered chefs and outrageous prices.
My
colleague,
Johnny
Gaffhey, has a similarly extensive
resume. Bluntly, he's been gnawing on T-bones, relishing the
juices, since before you were
born. He recalls being a small

boy with big dreams, drafting his
platonic argument on the superiority of McDonald's chicken
McNuggets to Burger King's
crown-shaped chicken tenders.
He really discovered his passion
for food after operating an ice
cream truck. He became infatuated with a diverse variety of fondues (including chocolate and
cheese) in the tenth grade. From
there, he continued to pursue his
interests, ultimately graduating

Hosts "vigii--Remain beriiig Sept. 11
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
TRIPOD STAFF
To commemorate the sixth
anniversary of the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, Trinity
College's Student Government
Association (SGA) hosted. an
interfaith ceremony at the
Vernon Social Center last
Tuesday.
The ceremony was the third
of its kind held at Trinity. Due
to inclement weather, it was
moved from the Cave Patio to

the indoor location.
The event began with a brief
introduction by SGA President
Andrew Pedro '08 in which he
explained why jazz music was
playing in the background as
people found their seats when
they entered. "I helped organize
[this ceremony] the past two
years as a former member of the
Jazz theme suite, lThe Quartet,'"
he said. "The executive board [of
the SGA] decided to adopt it at
the end of the summer in order
to make sure that it would take

place again this year. I really feel
that an event like this one is really appropriate for the SGA as it
unites the community."
President James F. Jones then
took the stage and gave a brief
speech, listing the names of
Trinity alumni who had passed
away as a result of the tragedy.
Reverend
William
Eakins,
Interim. College Chaplain, continued the ceremony with a
prayer that he wrote. "[This
see YARZHEIT on page 13

crin oaner

The Trinity Pipes, along with Sarah Barker''08, were among those to sing at the Sept. 11 vigil hosted by SGA last Tuesday.

from Oxford with a degree in
Culinary Arts. After occupying
the position of Appetizer
Specialist at Applebee's in
Tucson, AZ, he relocated to
Hartford, CT. To pay the rent,
he managed a local hot dog
stand, moonlighting as a freelance restaurant reviewer. It is
then that we met. The two of us
bonded over our shared love of
Costco Wholesale Taquitos.
Following that brief synopsis

of our professional lives to'date,
there is still a restaurant fo be
reviewed. Upon entering A.C.
Petersen Farms we were'-overwhelmed with the wide array of
dishes circulating the floor, while
stimulating our senses. Our amicable waitress, Elise, handed us a
' boundless menu that included a
unique entree, Liver and Onions,
which we had previously believed
to be a fictional dish, only existing in "Doug."
For starters, we committed to
New England Clam Chowder
and Beef Taquitos. It was a pleasant surprise to realize two such
culturally diverse delicacies on
the pages of the same menu. The
chowder was particularly thick
and lacked its most necessary
component: oyster crackers.
Elise did, however, accompany
the bowl with saltines. Still, we
obviously deemed the substitution as unworthy. On the other
hand, the taquitos were both
hearty and toasted to perfection.
Unlike microwaveable taquitQS,
the outer shell remained crisp,
even when dipped in salsa.
For a main course, Johnny
decided upon the Philly Cheese
Steak (sans peppers and onions).
Unfortunately,-he found the sub
rather skimpy. Honestly, he
see ALL-AMERICAN on page 12

Adapting from Boarding
School to Life at Trinity
days and 11 o'clock on Saturday
nights. It felt somewhat surreal to
observe others walking along the
Considering my graduation paths during the late hours of the
from a boarding school in New night (and the early hours of the
Hampshire, distinguished for its morning).
rigorous academics, I expected to
One thing I ultimately find
be adequately prepared for my beneficial is the fact that the
adjustment from high school to library is open 24 hours a day. It
college life. And, for the most really makes a big difference being
part, I was. However, there were a able to study in the library for as
few things that
long as necessary,
still surprised me.
For the Brst few days, as opposed to
For the first
rushing to get
it really felt odd being your work done
few days, it really
felt odd being
before the library
allowed to invite
allowed to invite
members of the oppo- closes.
members of the
Having gradusite sex into my dorm ated from a high
opposite sex into
my dorm room.
room. Usually, I'd
school with classUsually, I'd have
es
centered
have to request perto request permisaround discussion
mission from a faculty and with a class
sion from a faculty member and be
member and be grant- size of no more
granted "visitaed 'visitation rights' or than 12 students,
tion rights" or
the transition to
Vs.'
"Vs." Conversely,
lecture classes was
I continued to be
relatively easy. So
nervous about being punished far, I'm pleased with my class
with "illegal Vs" when entering schedule and enjoy attending
other dorm rooms belonging to them. The fact that the classes at
members of the opposite sex. I Trinity are bigger in size definitely
found myself paranoid about the demands more responsibility on
thought of being caught and get- my part as I'm less immediately
ting in trouble. Life in the dorm is responsible for my work to my
certainly. different when boys and professor considering the absence
girls roam the halls during all of daily discussion based on nighthours of the day.
'
ly readings, I don't find it more
I was also initially" unaccus- difficult keeping up with my work.
tomed to 'being allowed to leave
the dorm after 10 o'clock on weeksee DASSY on page 14
By DASSY NUNEZ

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Too Dress for Trinity College life Ask Annie: Dealing With
Identify Theft and Fraud

By ASHLEY BELL
TRIPOD STAFF

daily if your fave "star" is known
for going sans undergarments ...
shudder). Earl jeans + American
1. The Long Walk is not a runway Apparel tee + UGG moccasins =
and your seminar room is not campus brilliance!
backstage at a fashion show. Read:
Mix designers! Take fashion
don't dress like a wannabe from an risks! Throw on a Eugenia Kim hat
"America's Next Top Model" or brightly-hued cropped pea coat.
photo shoot for your classes, espe- Just don't overdo it. You wouldn't
cially ones scheduled earlier than want to end up looking like a
10 a.m. Loungewear will always be sideshow at the Nickelodeon Teen
an acceptable form of personal Choice Awards. And on that note,
expression (nothing says, "effort- leave the big, gaudy bag at home,
lessly trendy" like a pair of black no matter how much Daddy
flared yoga pants), and you can splurged on it. No one wants to
still coordinate to give yourself a look like they're trying to smuggle
"devil-may-care," yet "je ne sais a small child into the classroom.
quoi," ensemble. Head-to-toe
Primp thermal long underwear? 2. 11 p.m. on a Saturday night and
Maybe not. But Juicy Couture's absolutely nothing to wear? Don't
new wide-leg velour? Totally.
fear, just grab whatever may be
Should you possess even an within your closest proximity
extra ounce of motivation in the (even if you've already tried it on
morning, feel free to put together and rejected it ... twice) and throw
an outfit that's celeb-worthy, just a pashmina on over it. Insta-chic!
please don't rely on photos from Kidding ... seriously, don't do that.
US Weekly's MTV Video Music Pashminas or any other type of
Award spread for inspiration (espe- scarf and a crowded fraternity do
not mix. A basement is nowhere
near an upscale New York City
lounge, and trust me when I say
that your woven accessory will end
up in a soppy, sludge-soaked ball
in the dance floor corner ... or on
a problem-solving
freshman
attempting to salvage her outfit
after her girlfriend just spilt a
Poland Spring bottle full of cranberry and vodka on her white tee.
This is a lovely segue into a
very important point: overdressing
for late night. While everyone is a
fan of

Courtesy ofwww.shopbop.com
Juicy velour is always tunelessly trendy.

sweaty beat of techno remixes,
maybe wearing something that
you would wear on a dinner date
with an analyst from Merrill might
not be the best choice. However,
don't take this to mean that you
can't take fashion risks... just keep
them age and activity-appropriate.
Ditch the wool Polo Ralph Lauren
Rugby blazer and don a cableknit

halter instead. No one likes feeling
like they have to behave (and tone
down the grinding) around someone because she's dressed like his
mother.

to access them.
With any luck, you did not
have your social security card in
3. Think you can't look pulled
your wallet. If you did, you
together and stylish while sweating Annie,
should take the necessary precauI
went
out
Saturday
night,
off the weekend calorie-fest that is
Sunday brunch? Wrong-O. Who and when I woke up the next tions to avoid identity theft and
wears short shorts? You do. morning I realized my wallet was additional credit card fraud. Your
Adidas shorts in fun colors put missing! I am worried about my everyday wallet is really not the
you at the top of the cardio eche- credit cards, my personal infor- best home for your social securilon while still looking like you mation, and fraud. What should ty card, it's not a safe enough
place. With access to your social
actually came to the gym to work I do?
security number, a thief can open
out. Petite pink bottoms and a
up
other cards in your name, easwhite tee cut at your cleavage and - Wallet-less
ily take your money, and gain
tied up at your ribcage? Cough,
access to your personal files and
no. That's up there with wearing Dear Wallet-less,
among
other
spandex leggings (panty-lines
I am so sorry that you lost information,
included) and a push-up sports bra your wallet! If you can remember infringements. Some people have
on the elliptical. Oh, and ditch the where you were, call to see if any- their social security number on
pink Razr. Nothing says Phys-Ed one turned it in - sometimes you their license (it's the same as the
droprout like a cell phone. Unless can get lucky. If you still cannot license number). You should
know if your
you're "Fergalicious" and have an locate it, hopefulactual entourage, or an audition ly you have
Some people have their license number
and social securifor Eric Prydz's remake of "Call already canceled
social security number
ty numbers are
on Me," don't treat the Trin gym your credit cards.
on their license (it's the the same. If they
like you're Cameron Diaz at If not, cancel
are, it isn't the
Equinox.
same as the license
them immediateend of the world,
ly so no one else
number) [..,] If you
just be wary of
4. It's 11:15 a.m. and you've just can use them.
want to change your
the
sensitive
rolled out of bed after a long night This may be a
information
on
of breaking it down to some Hall pain, but it's def- license number, conyour
license.
If
worth
and Oates (oxymoron? Trin thinks initely
tact your state DMVor
you
want
to
doing
to
avoid
not). If you still frequent the latest
RMV and they will
change
your
take on the Mather watering hole the ' potential
(who are you, Washington monetary losses.
issue you a new license license number,
contact
your
Room?), Abercrombie and Fitch To cancel, call
with a random numstate DMV or
sweats are still acceptable for this your credit card
ber.
RMV and they
early morning, yet often necessary, company or comwill
issue you a
carbfix."Bed head" is still hot like panies. The numjust make -sure you ,ber is probably on any paper- new license with a random numStopped Tyy for work you received from the cred- ber.
a bite on your Walk of Shame it caid company, or you can find
Cunently,
social security
home. Pair your look with a bright it online. Next, it might not be a fraud is the source of millions of
pair of sneakers to really jump start bad idea to call your bank and identity thefts. There are people
your day. Nothing says alive and tell them what happened, just to out there ready to prey on somewell like fluorescent Nike Air further secure your bank account one who is ignorant, so be careForce Us and a bowl of three-day- and
attached
debit
card. ful of these traps. Don't ever give
old Maypo. And don't forget large, Although these accounts are out your full social security numdark sunglasses. People will look at password protected, it's not hard
you and think "tres chic" - even if for a professional hacker or thief
see ANNE on page 15
you're not wearing them at night.

All-American Food in West Hartford
continued from page 11

problem that we encountered was
with the portion size. The
ambiance, selection, and service
were all adequate. Our greatest
qualm was with the stomach
grumblings heard on the car ride
home as a result of not having
been fed sufficiently. I guess next
time we will have to try Olive
Garden for the Never Ending
Pasta Bowl to adequately satisfy
our hunger.

claimed it to be no more Filling
than what could have been
ordered up at the now defunct
Player's Grill. Then again, what
the sub lacked in quantity it
made up for in quality. After
applying a copious amount of
ketchup, he found the meal to be
satisfactory, though nothing to
write home about;
I ordered the Bleu Cheese
Burger. The beef patty was
nowhere near as hearty in size as
what we have come to expect at a
major chain restaurant such as
Chili's. Just like the sub, the
problem with the burger was not
its taste, which definitely exceeded my expectations, but rather,
the amount served.
To really satisfy our hunger
after our less-than-filling entrees,
we decided upon basic desserts:
chocolate milkshakes. While
pricey at $4.29, the quality was
superb! Plus, money was no
object, having been issued the
Tripods Black AmEx.
All in all, A.C. Petersen Farms
lives up to its reputation as a
decent All-American eatery. The

AC. Petersen
240 Park Road
West Hartford, CT 06119
Hours: 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., Mon.
through Thurs. and Sun.; 7 a.m.
to 12 a.m., Fri. and Sat.
Cuisine. All-American
Rating: 3/5 Bantams

Courtesy of johnny Gaffney
Restaurant reviewer Johnny Gaffney '10 enjoys a Philly Cheese Steak and a Pepsi.

By ANNE BENJAMIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Around Trinity
Keep Your Hands
to Yourself

"Good Evening,
Officer..."

AT realizes that first
impressions rely on a firm
handshake. However, one
student took this pearl of
wisdom too literally this
weekend at a violet hued
off-campus abode. This
promiscuous female practiced her "handiwork on
a new male friend in plain
sight at a party. AT prefers
pifia coladas and getting
caught in the rain ...

Apparently,
Campo
isn't safe enough for
some! Under the influence a "responsible" student leapt into the backseat of a Hartford PD car
mistaking the cop for one
of our champion chauffers. Despite her obvious
intoxication, she remained
un-cuffed and was even
escorted to her room,
rather than a jail cell.

3 to 5 Servings is
More Than Enough

By Request, AT
Pulls Sucky Entry

AT knows an apple
taught Newton about
gravity but no one wants
to be intellectual on a
Saturday. This weekend, a
citrus aficionado had AT
ducking for cover when a
grapefruit was launched at
an unsuspecting student's
head. Hiding from past
hookups is the only land
of dodgeball AT should
have to play. Foul ball!

.AT graciously pulled
an entry this week in
response to a freshman's
request. And by "request,"
AT means "inexcusably
immature hissy fit" (and
consecutive hanging up
on
AT). ' Whatever.
Everyone already knows
the story anyway. P.S. This
is the last time AT goes
out on a "limb" for you ...
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Yaizheit Candle lit by HiUel House Co-Presidents at Sept. 11 Vigil
continued from page 11
event] proved once again the
strength we find in our diversity
when we come together to share
our faith," he said.
Co-presidents of the Zachs
Hillel House, Alyssa Simpson
'10 and Melissa Litwack '10, also
shared a prayer and lit a candle
according to Jewish custom.
"We lit a Yarzheit Candle,
which is lit in remembrance of
the death of loved ones and is
used on the anniversary of their
death," Litwack said. "We also
said the Mourner's Kaddish
(Kaddish Shalem). This prayer
speaks nothing about death, and

is really just used as a tool by the
living to help grieve, mourn, and
go on with life."
Afterward,
the
Trinity
College Pipes sang "Fix You," by
Coldplay. "The Pipes were honored to sing at the September 11
vigil," Christie Grant '08, codirector of the group, said. "We
felt that 'Fix You' was a very
appropriate song for the
moment because while it
expresses a certain angst associated with unjustifiable loss, the
predominant message of the
song is the power, camaraderie,
and love that can arise from that
angst. It was a very moving
moment and we hope we

Erin Caner
Lanterns decorate the entrance to the Vernon Social Center during the ceremony.

achieved our goal to express and
maybe even release the feelings
of our audience."
Co-director Sarah Barker '08
shared the sentiment.
"'Fix
You,' by Coldplay, was very
appropriate for the 9/11 vigil,"
she said. "It is a very hopeful
song about pain and the healing
that follows. It was our first performance with our six new members, and we were happy to be
able to contribute to such an
important remembrance ceremony."
Trinity's Gospel Choir followed with a performance of the
song, "You Are Holy." "The
song 'You are Holy' was chosen
because of its mellowness and
passionate lyrics," Shantell Scott
'09, a member of the group,
said. "It proclaimed God's distinct holiness and possibly comforted the souls of those affected
by the tragedy."
Judene Small '08, also a
member of the Gospel Choir,
agreed. "We decided to perform
because as members of the
Trinity community and as a
group that has a lot of members
who reside in New York City, we
wanted to honor the memories
of those who passed on 9/11
and their families," she said. "In
one way or another we were all
affected by 9/11 and as a group
we wanted to pay our respects."
Pedro returned to the lectern
to say some final words of his
own, and to welcome anyone
else who cared to share a person-

Erin (Janer
Alyssa Simpson '10 and Melissa Litwack '10 light a Yarzheit Candle in remembrance.

al story or reflection to do so. "I
look at 9/11 as the day my
friends and I grew up and the
world changed dramatically from
that point," he said. "I remember my first year at Trinity, the
day seemed too much like any
other day and I felt too removed
from it. I think it is really important to provide the community
with an opportunity to reflect
and also to provide an outlet for
people to talk about it."
While no one took advantage
of the open microphone, the
ceremony was still successful in
conveying a somber yet hopeful
aura. "I thought the ceremony
was well compiled, thought out,
and executed," Simpson said. "I
was impressed by how many dif-

ferent groups on campus came
together for a common goal something I hope can happen
more on campus for all sorts of
causes and events."
Another Sept. 11, 2001,
remembrance service was held
earlier that day in the Chapel
and was organized by the
Campus Chaplains. Students
and other representatives of the
Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, and
Muslim faiths gathered to share
prayers, readings, music, and
reflections from their different
traditions.
In addition to the above, a
carillon bell in the Chapel tower
was tolled six times at 8:46 a.m.,
the time when the first plane hit
the World Trade Center.

CK-OFF yourjob or internship search w i Career Services!
Proper planning is the key to a successful job or internship search: the earlier you begin planning, the better off you will
be! Did you know that some industries complete hiring interns and full-time employees as early as November? So get a
head-start on your competition and start planning right now!

Come into Career Services for a 30-minute crash-course on everything you need to know to land
your dream job or internship - from how to write a resume and cover letter to insider informatiort about
the power of networking. You will leave this meeting with a step-by-step plan guaranteed to 'KICK
OFF" your job or internship search.
KICK-OFF Sessions f o r t h e Senior Classa
Wednesday, September 19th: 7:30-8pm
Sunday, September 23: 3:30-4pm
Friday, October 12: 1:3Q-2pm
KICK-OFF Sessions for t h e Junior Class;
Wednesday, September 19th: 6-6:30pm
Sunday, September 23rd: 2-2:30pm
K8CK-OFF Sessions f o r t h e Sophomore Ciasss
Friday, October 12:12 -12:30pm*
•
Wednesday, October 17: 8-8:30pm*
'Members of the First-Year class are invited to attend this session.
However, Career Services will be holding "KICK-OFF" sessions with the First Year Class in the Spring*
S&VE TOE DATES
KICK-OFF Session for Graduate and Professional School:
Wednesday, October 24: 7-7:3Qpm

ASS Klck-Gff Sessions will be held in the Career Services Lobby.
Questions? Email careWrMMCt^trillcolLedii or call 297-2080.
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ATs Story: From Breakfast to Burritos

Horoscopes

continued from page 1

AQUARIUS
burritos. I do miss breakfast
though. I loved the grill,.I was
the king of the grill, that's why
I've been here 17 years. But
make sure that everyone knows,
I'll be the king of the burritos
soon enough.
Carver.
Has
preparing
Mexican food improved your
Spanish at all?
Al: Not really. I mean, I
know enough Spanish that I
used to take orders in Spanish if
I had to, But it's a totally different thing now. I was used to
speaking Puerto Rican Spanish.
Down here they speak Mexican
Spanish, it's a totally different
language.
Carver. If a student is looking to get a little extra care given
to their food, what is the best
way. for them to get on your
good side?
Al: Talk sports, especially
baseball.
Carver. Who is your team?
Al: Definitely the Yankees.
Carver. One more for the
good guys, I'm sure the Boston
fans will love to hear that.
Al: Yeah, I know. The Red
Sox fans love to give me a hard
time. I will say one thing about
the Boston fans, even when they
lose they still come down for
food and talk with me. They
don't hide in their rooms after a
bad loss.

H
S. Alyssa Simpson
Al adjusts his skills from the Cave's old Player's Grill to its new Zona Mexicana.

Carver. Well they've had
plenty of chances to get used to
those. Is there anything else you
like to talk about with the students?
Al: I like to hear about what
you guys are doing and what is
new [While answering the question he points to two students
walking by and asks them if they
are coming back]. I already have
their food set up, I know what
they want, they've been coming
here for 4 years now.
Carver. What is the origin
of your famous fist pound?
Al: [Laughs] Wow, let me
see, it had been around a while
but the baseball team really

S. Alyssa Simpson
After 18 years at Trinity, Al has close relationships with co-workers and students.

brought it out a few years ago.
Carver. Is there a reason
why sometimes it explodes and
sometimes it doesn't?
Al: I'm glad you noticed
that. That was all the baseball
team, they put in the explosion.
Carver. If you were to teach
a class at Trinity what subject
would you teach?
Al Philosophy, no wrong
answers.
Carver. Do you get paid in
Bantam Bucks or in Flex dollars?
Al: No, not me, I get real
money.
Carver. I know you work [at
the Cave] primarily, but some of
the other staff switches around.
Is there any Bistro-Cave rivalry?
Al: I started at the Bistro
back, •'when. it .was the Koeppel
Center. Not any more though,
now I'm here full time. There
actually used to be a cook off
between the Cave and the
Bistro. It's good they don't do
it anymore, they would beat us
now.
Carver A lot of people want
to know, how is it that you're
always in such a good mood?
Al: I like you guys. I like
being here. I remember a while
back, I was talking to the old
Dean of students and he said
"these young kids, they will listen to you, they want to learn
from you." Now the roles are
reversed and I'm amazed by
what you guys say to me.
Carver Is there any final
message you want to share with
Trinity students?
Al: I'm working on some
burrito dishes.
Watch out,
because they will be on par with
the Parmesan.

Dassy Nunez '11 Enjoys Trinity Life
continued from page 11

very similar to the food I was pro- some; very good friends. I know
vided with in high school
•
that I'll meet a lot more which is
One of the greatest skills my high
something I look
Having visited
school taught me was the ability to Trinity twice durforward
to.
Many of my Mends
manage my time wisely: a skill that ing my senior
Overall, I am
from high school seem glad with my
I've put to good use here. While I year, I already
to be having a hard
now have more free time than I knew that I would
decision to come
ever did in high school, I know have a lot of fun to
Trinity. Many
time adjusting to their
not to waste it. I know it's best to - especially on the
of my friends
freshman years at other from high school
complete my obligations early in weekends. There
order to leave more time for fun always seems to
colleges. All I know is seem to be having
during the weekends.
a hard
time
be something to
that I've never had so
adjusting to their
Though I have, yetto experi- do, seeing as I
much fun!
freshmen years at
ence what older students know as have
yet
to
other, colleges. AllMather Dining Hall (rather than become bored. So
the Washington Room), the food far, I've already met some very I know is that I've never had so
is what I had anticipated, as it is friendly people and have made much fun!

i £t

January 20 - February 18

Did you know (and it is scientifically accurate, ask
Runway) that cellulite is the main ingredient in corn
chowder? Reconsider some of your dietary choices;
this way you won't have to keep buying new jeans.
"New Year" Resolution: Less cellulite, my friend

T

PISCES

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

Old hot pink Razr? Lost in a puddle of Psi U sludge.
New (replacement) Blackberry Curve? Gone. Friends
and acquaintances? Gone. Self-respect? Long gone.
V-Card? Who even knows anymore.
"New Year" Resolution: Hang on to things

TAURUS

n

February 19 - March 20

Nicole Richie may have gone to jail for oh, about 82
minutes but you, however, are not a socialite celeb.
Keep the antics down to a minimum. Return all
stolen flatware from Mather.
"New Year" Resolution: Oh, behave already

April 20-May 20

There are a lot of things that might make you vomit
(e.g. the thought of freshmen girls stealing your
men, the thought of eating in the Washington
Room again, etc). But seriously, learn to deal.
"New Year" Resolution: Get off your high horse

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

Family values. You've apparently forgotten them. It's
time to pick up the phone when your mother calls.
Maybe now she'll have the heart to send you a care
package instead of your friends. That's right.
"New Year"Resolution: Go home and visit the fam

CANCER

June 22-July 22

Suddenly that new tattoo of a unicorn wasn't the best
idea. Body modification used to be "in the mode"
around the time of pre-UN Angelina, circa 1995.
^;j'I|^|>^^'^dj.|!^bie j g'^9ingst^r^n,'t.cpol either. ^
"New Year"Resolution: Laser removal, save up

LEO

July 23-August 22

Last time you tried to use your card the lovely
cashier at Mickey D's was forced to cut it up. It's
time you learned a thing or two from Suze Orman
or Jim Cramer and lay off the credit card.
"New Year" Resolution: Financial responsibility

VIRGO

ltF

August23-September22

You've heard the "your BAC is higher than your
GPA" joke but for you it's not so funny - because
it's a reality for you. Lay off the Everclear and 151
and consider a classy glass of wine here and there.
"New Year" Resolution: Less cheap drinking
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
Your friends know you as someone who essentially ...
gets around. It's a known fact. Everyone sees you on
your various walks of shame. Everyone hears you.
Everyone is clearly uncomfortable. Why aren't you?
"New Year" Resolution: Less casual sex

m

SCORPIO

October 23-November 21

You're happy with your small circle of friends (or triangle, you only have two). The stars suggest you
branch out and make a few more, just for socialization's sake. It's helpful for networking too.
"New Year" Resolution: Make new friends

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

The resolution to attempt brave, new things is a common one, however most tend to never reach this goal.
Seriously, TRY NEW THINGS! Be it new bedroom
techniques or new types of sushi, just go for it.
"New Year" Resolution: Try new things

CAPRICORN

December 22-January 19

There are times where you just want to go out with
your friends and the fact that you are tethered to
another human being stops you. It's annoying, isn't
it? Rihanna said it better, "Break- it off."
"New Year" Resolution: Ditch the boyfriend/girlfriend

September 18, 2007
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Anne Benjamin €09 Advises Students

Top 10

continued from page 12

problem with your credit cards,
even if it's not your fault, could
ber on the phone. If someone affect your credit standing. It's
asks you for it over the phone, extremely important to maintain
there's a good chance they are good credit because your credit
looking to scam you. This some- stays with you for the rest of
what goes for your credit card your life. You will need superior
information too, but to a lesser credit when applying for a loan
degree. Make sure to shred any for significant expenses later in
documents that contain informa- life, like buying a house or a car.
tion about you or your credit If your credit is poor, it's hard to
cards, you never know who is build back up. (Keep your credit
sneaking through your trash. high by always paying your bills
Also, if you are making an online on time.)
purchase, make sure you are dealIf you are a victim of fraud,
ing with a secure vendor and a report it to the Federal Trade
legitimate Web site. The Internet Commission's ID Theft Hotline,
has become a widely used tool and/or their Social Security fraud
for deception. Some Web sites hotline. The more information
make money by selling your perthey have about who is getting
sonal information. With all the
scammed, the easier it will be for
offers out there, it's very easy to
them to track the criminals.
fall for a scam.
You can get a
If you think
free credit report
If you are a victim of
that you have
every year to
been a victim of
check your own
Baud, report it to the
identity theft or
credit standing.
Federal Trade
credit card fraud,
This report has a
Commission ID Theft
(it happens to
lot of informamore
people
tion about you,
Hotline and/or their
than you think)
so keep it secure
Social Security fraud
you should take
and private. You
the following prehotline. The more
can get your
cautions:
credit report at
information they have
www.annualcredStart by callabout who is getting
itreport.com or
ing one of three
scammed, the easier it
credit bureaus,
call them, (877)
Exper ian,
322-8228.
will be for them to
Equifax,
or
For
more
track criminals.
in for m a t i o n
TransUnion
(name of the
about fraud and
bureau.com). Speak to the fraud identity theft, the Federal Trade
department and explain your s\t~ Commission has a great Web
uafion."-tWlienr:you "do "this.-.-they
will put a flag on your credit and www.ftc.gov, and type in "identiwill be sensitive to any actions. A ty theft" in the search box. You

Late Night Casualties
10. Your new Rich and Skinny brand
jeans. Climbing up onto the bar? R.LP.
in more ways than one.
9. The near amputation of your left
foot. Learn to walk in heels, ladies.
8. Your perfect 'do, unfortunately uncoiffed courtesy of a sweaty basement,
among other natural disasters.
7. Your self-esteem ... when you get
bounced from Pike.
6. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome resulting
from excessive text messaging.
5. Your crush ... to a freshman girl. Or
worse, to a freshman guy. Ouch!
4. Your "ticket" to that night's theme
party. It's in your room, you swear!
3. Beaucoup de brain cells due to beers
and blacklights.
2. Psi U's kitchen stock. It's 10 o'clock
(read: past midnight) ... do you know
where your tray of sugar cookies are?
1. The hook-up you're surprised to

will find information on identity
theft, social security numbers,
and the precautions you can take
to protect yourself. Or, on the
FTC home page, click on
"Consumer Protection", then
"Consumer Information". This
brings you to a useful site for
general consumer information.
On the left side, under "ID
Theft, Privacy, and Security"
then "Identity Theft" you will
find all the links you need. From
the expansiveness of the identity
theft Web site and resources, you
will see for yourself the magnitude of this problem.
If you had gift cards in your
wallet, it's questionable whether
you will be reimbursed for these
cards. Sometimes stores have
records of these cards in their
computers that identify you as
the owner. Otherwise, you are
probably out of luck. It really
depends on the store policy, but
it is worth asking.
Here's one last tip: Make a
photocopy of every thing in your
wallet, front and back, and keep
it in a safe place. That way, you
will have the information on all
your cards if you ever find yourself in this situation again!
- Annie

This is the first installment ot
what I hope to be a useful
resource for Trinity students! h
you have a question relating to
consumer issues or the like,
• ~&&iiL*, , .me
at,
Anne.Benjamin@trincoll.edu. 1
will try my hardest to help you1.

We deliver to pans of

mowEomPizza

Wethersfield, Netuingtort

24 New Britain Avenue • Hartford, CT
Fast Delivery - Minimum $8.00

& West Hartford
HOURS:

Mon. - Thurs. 11:00 am - 2:30 am
Fri.-Sat. !!:00am-3:30 am
Sunday 11 pm • 2:00 am

Commercial Accounts Weicomel

(860) 278-4334

Small (12*)
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LarSt (16")

$6,99
.48.99
$10.99
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$1X99

Sheet (W"x 26")

$15.99
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BBQ Chicken (Chicken & Shrimp additional charge)
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We guarantee
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our food1.
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Genoa Salami
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Tuna
Hamburger
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Ham & Cheese.
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Rome Beef
Turkey
Turkey & Bacon
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OneToppingPizza
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"Meatball
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* Chicken ftrnnijiana
*Veal Parmigiarm
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$7.50
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.$7.00
$5.00
$6.75
$5.00
$6.75
$5,00
. .$6.50
$5.25
$6,50
$5.50
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10 pc Buffalo Wings
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Small (12")
1 topping Pizza
2 cans of soda

• BBQ Chicken

$10.99 $14.99 $17.99

$26.99

$12.99 $15.99

$23.99

BBQ fence, BBQ CUclxn 8 Onlm

• Bacon Double Cheeseburger

$$.99
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• Special Choice

$10.99
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Hamburger
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$9,

8" Grimier
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Sheet (26") Pizza
with 1 topping *
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A Message from President James F.Jones Jr.
Dear Members of the Student Body at our College,
I am joining several of my colleague presidents and am taking the liberty of sending this general message
to the students at Trinity, certainly at this time of the year when many members of the senior class will start
thinking about their lives post-Commencement this coming May.
Each student at Trinity is blessed in that you can take advantage of an undergraduate education at one of
the nation's best schools. You are fortunate, more so than you may now realize. Outside our beautiful and historic campus, however, millions of underprivileged children will never know the benefits of even a high-school
education.
Theirs will be lives deprived of knowledge that only education can bring. You can change what is truly an
epidemic in our country today in the lives of those less fortunate than you are. You can join others who are
working for Teach For America.
Some stark, undeniable facts would include:
1)

only i individual in 10 from low-income communities in this country will ever receive a college degree;

2)
nine-year-old children from low-income communities are, today, THREE grade levels behind their peers
from more fortunate circumstances;
3)

there are 13 million children growing up in poverty in our country today; of those 13 million children, less
vriW £ve* graduate from ViigVi servool; those who do graduate will perform on average at an eighth-grade

/evel;
4)
here in Hartford, the superintendent and the mayor, both of whom are Trinity alumni, have made raising
the unacceptable educational level for our city's children their first priority.
Teach For America enables students like each of you at Trinity today to have an influence on changing
the future for those less fortunate than any of us who study and learn on this campus. One of our former presidential scholars, David Brown, Trinity Class of 2006, and a personal friend of mine, now heads up Teach For
America's Connecticut Recruitment Team. Another of our alumni, Narin Prum, another member of the Class of
2006 and a former president of the Student Government Association here at Trinity, is working as a Teach for
America corp member, as is Erin Ogilvie, Trinity Class of 2007. Joining the corps entitles you to a full salary and
benefits, as well as the chance to select from Teach For America's 29 placement regions all across the country.
You can make a difference. Ask David, Narin, or Erin* And employers and graduate schools look very
favorably upon individuals just like each of you who have given of their time and effort to such an important
matter facing our country today. Teach For America has existing relationships with Google.com, JP Morgan,
Deloitte and Touche, General Electric, McKinsey and Company, Wachovia, Morgan Stanley, to name but a few.
Teach For America also has over 100 partnerships with the top graduate and professional schools for those who
want to enroll right after their two-year stints are concluded.
The mission statement for Teach For America is "One day, all children in this nation will have the opportunity to attain an excellent education." Trinity's flag could never fly over a more noble: enterprise than this.
I encourage any of you who may be interested in changing the future for our nation's children to contact
David at david.brown@teachforamerica.org.

Yours very truly,

James F. Jones, Jr.
President and Trinity College
Professor in the Humanities
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New Semester, New Season: The Hottest Shows to Watch this Fall
By PRIYANKAJOTWANI
TRIPOD STAFF
While the beginning of
the school year means classes, tests, and homework; it
also means season premieres! In the next few
weeks, most of your favorite
shows will be returning. It's
been a long summer since
the season finales in May,
but with that long summer
comes a lot of scoop on all
your favorite shows. There is
plenty of news and spoilers,
and be sure to look at the
end of the article for season
premiere dates.
Grey's Anatomy: After an
average third season finale
last May, "Grey's" will be
resuming its Thursday night,
9 p.m, time slot on ABC on
Thursday, September 27.
With the season finale, we
were left with some interesting
cast
changes.
There is still poten- First
off,
tial for Addison to
Burke, after
the
Isaiah
return if "Private
Washington
Practice" fails,
scandal, is
which, after what I
permanently
have heard, is high- g o n e .
Secondly,
ly likely.

tv.yahoo.com

heard, is highly likely. While
many may say that the season finale was too average
for this show, let me tell you
why it was good. With
many old storylines coming
to a close in the finale,
"Grey's" can essentially have
new life breathed into it this
There are lots of
iO
now has her own show, new characters, and of"
"Private Practice," which will course the favorite returning
be airing on Wednesdays at characters, who together
9 p.m. The good news is should make for a great seathat there is still potential son. The most interesting
for Addison to return if addition will be the char"Private Practice" fails, acter of Lexie Grey,
which, after what I have Meredith's half sis-

ter, who flirted with Derek
at Joe's bar last season. In
the season premiere there
will be a quite funny
exchange
between
McDreamy himself and the
Grey sisters. As far as the
George-Callie-Izzie love triangle goes, there is some
good' news for all you
"Gizzie" haters. Also for
everyone who is too anxious
to wait for the season premiere, here's what I know
so far. SPOILER
ALERT:
Shonda
Rhimes has hinted
that in the season pre-

miere George and Izzie will
be forced to examine their
relationship while taking
care of a deer (yes, there will
be a deer in Seattle Grace
Hospital). This episode may
also be the one which leads
to their breakup. The premiere will also mark the
return • of none other" than
Mama Burke.
Diahann
Carroll will reprise her role
when she goes to Seattle to
get the infamous Burke
choker she gave to Cristina
on her wedding day. Fm
guessing this is going to set
up for a hilarious episode

when Yang and Mama
Burke battle it out, and leak
some details about where
Burke is.
Additionally,
Bailey will struggle with no
longer being the favorite resident, since Callie is now
chief resident.

New fall drama
"Gossip Girl"
portrays the lives
of overprivileged
Manhattan
teenagers.

" The show
returns for what is predicted
to be another great season
on Thursday, September 27
at 8 p.m. on ABC. All I
could say after the season
finale last May was, is this
see VIEWERS on page 18

Kanye West Wins Alhg^Piootout, 50 Cent Bites Billboard Bullet
By PRIYANKAJOTWANI
TRIPOD STAFF

The talk of the
VMA's last week was the
foreboding
showdown
between feuding rappers 50
Cent and Kanye West. The
"friendly" fight between the two
artists led the music community to
send accolades in their direction especially from Mary J. Blige who stated
that, "It brings back the spirit of old
school hip hop battles."
After the minimal trash talk and
empty threats (Namely 50 Cent's declaration that he would stop recording
solo albums if Kanye outsells him);
the true battle went down between
50 Cent and Kanye West last
Tuesday when both of their new
albums dropped.
Before the big day, the history of the two seemed to
Since his
4 favor 50 Cent.
J,. debut in 2003, 50 Cent has
•• • sold more than 12 million
records. Kanye debuted a
year later and had sold
only five million records.
With hits like "In Da

vvww.trashmenagerie.com

Club" and "P.I.M.P," 50 h
dominated the music scene
comparison to Kanye. How
for the past week, Kanye
been enjoying his number
spot right above 50 Cent u
iTunes and after hearing hot
albums, I must say it
well deserved win
Kanye. So for those o
you who don't want to
waste time or money
on deciding which
album to get, here is
my comparison of the
two.
Kanye's
latest,
i
Graduation, has 16 tracks and
guest stars such as T-PAID
Wayne, and surprisingly, OoL
Chris Martin. The album '
started gaining a large folio
due to the smash hit ^n
"Stronger," which has surpass;! •'
the popularity of 50's
"Ayo Technology."
'5»
Cent's album, Curtis, is oru •'
up on West's with 17/

see WEST on page 19

www.orlandofloridaguide.cotn
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Viewers Eagerly Anticipate 'Ugly Betty/ 'Gossip Girl' Premieres
he is dead. Who knows, I could
be entirely wrong, but looks like
really "Ugly Betty?" Talk about a we will just have to wait and see on
dramatic finale for a comedy show. the 27th.
From Santos to Daniel to Alexis, Anyway, here's what I do know so
(SPOILER
ALERT):
so many lives hang in the balance far
as we await the next season. There Christopher Gorham (Henry) will
were, as usual, tons of great scenes be returning this season; whether it
in the season one finale, but I def- is with or without Charlie is
initely have to give it up for unknown. Justin and Wilhelmina
Hilda's breakdown at the end of will be getting a lot of screen time
the episode. While that break- together, similar to their funny
down ensued after hearing news banter from the fashion week
from Betty, we do not know exact- episode last season. In the first
ly what the news was. Many episode, Wilhelmina will coin
would assume that it was because Justin "A little fashion EH" There
Santos is dead, but I have a differ- are some big twists in the premiere,
ent theory. This is unconfirmed, the biggest one concerning a rolebut, due to the confirmed news reversal for a member of one of
that Kevin Alejandro (Santos) will the show's core families.
be back next season, I have a
strong feeling that Hilda and Betty Heroes: Last season's phenomenon
received news of their father's (not returns to its Monday night time
Santos') death. This would proba- slot at 9 p.m. on September 24 on
bly be a genius plot twist as many NBC. The big question after the
would assume that a crying scene season one finale is who's alive and
after Santos has been shot means who's dead? Is Sylar really dead?
continued from page 17

Are the Petrelli brothers gone for
good? The show has done a pretty
good job keeping things under
wraps but here's what sources have
been able to find out (SPOILER
ALERT): we will be seeing less of
Niki as her character leaves early in
the season to, as Ali Larter states,
"Fix something, and once it's fixed
it will be very shocking and exciting." Sylar will be returning in the
end of the season due to Zachary
Quinto's scheduling conflicts.
Kristin Bell, better known as
Veronica Mars, will be joining' the
cast for 13 episodes. Her character, Elle, is supposedly tied to the
"death" of Peter, HRG's past, and
Claire's future. Speaking of Claire,
the role of her new boyfriend, who
has powers of his own, will be
played by Nick D'Agosto, an up
and coming actor. It has also been
www.givememyremote.com
speculated that in episode one we The cast of "Grey's" returns for season four of more drama, medical or otherwise.
will find out what Hiro's father's
power is.
well-off teens live in. As stated on Tripod for a lot more info on your
the CW website, "No one knows favorite shows. Here are premiere
Gossip Girl: This is a brand new Gossip Girl's identity, but every- dates to watch out for in the next
show, which I hope most of you one in this exclusive and compli- two weeks (* denotes hot new
have heard about because it is said cated vicious circle relies on her show to check out!):
to be a combination of "Beverly Web site and text messages for the
Hills, 90210" and "The O.C." latest scoop." The show has September 19: "Gossip Girl*"
From "The O.C." creator Josh already been declared the next September 24: "Dancing with the
Schwartz, "Gossip Girl" follows a guilty pleasure and the hottest new Stars," "The Bachelor," "Heroes,"
group of wealthy teens in their show of the season. It airs on the "Chuck*"
Manhattan prep school lives with CW, Wednesdays at 9 p.m. You September 25: "Bones," "House,"
the tagline "Six souls searching for can download the pilot on iTunes "Reaper*"
something to believe in." The for free, so I suggest you check it September 26: "Private Practice*,"
show is told from the point of out, especially if you were ever an "Dirty Sexy Money*"
view of "Gossip Girl" who blogs "O.C," "Beverly Hills," "One Tree September 27: "Big Shots*," "The
about the daily happenings of the Hill," or "Melrose Place" fan.
Office"
influential teens' lives. She covers
September
30: "Desperate "
the changing alliances, jealousy,
That's all the news for now but Housewives," "Brothers and
these " be stoe to • chetk out next week's Sisters."

Cinestudio
Paprika
Let's face it — Japan is still light years ahead of the rest of the world when it comes to
making imaginative and cutting edge comic books, video games, and animated movies
that appeal to grown-ups. Take Satoshi Kon's new R-rated anime, with a plot that Alfred
Hitchcock could love: a mousy psychiatrist-by-day treats her patients by entering their
dreams as a sexy and powerful avatar named Paprika. When the dream-entering machine is
stolen, Paprika looks for clues by entering the absurd, funny, and sometimes terrifying
nightmares of the people, in her clinic. "My advice? Enter your own dream state, and surrender your brain." - Paige Wiser, Chicago Sun Times.
Sept. 18: 7:30 p.m.
Once
Fans of Irish, folk, and alternative music were the first to .hear the buzz on a new film out
of Dublin, which went on to win the World Cinema Audience Award at Sundance and
become independent cinema's hottest release. Writer/director John Carney was once the
bass player for Irish indie band The Frames, and his lead actor, Glen Hansard (front man
for the band) wrote and performed all of his own songs in the film. Hansard plays a street
musician in Dublin, who keeps running into a young Czech immigrant (Marketa Irglova)
who scrapes by in the city by selling flowers. She also is a pianist (without a piano), and
as they come together to make music, friendship turns to the possibility of romance.
Sept. 19-21: 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 22: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

.

Knocked Up
Question: after a one night stand leads to the miracle of conception, who is more panicked? The 2007-style slacker who dreads the end of his residence in guyville (Seth Rogen),
or the pretty, smart, going-places girl (Katherine Heigl of "Grey's Anatomy"), whose future
suddenly includes morning sickness and a baby daddy whose ambitions run to doing
bong hits for Jesus and launching a Web site called "Flesh of the Stars?" Judd Apatow
(whose The 40-Year-Old Virgin was the summer hit of'05) pulls off the mean feat of making an R-for-Raunchy comedy with characters so real and funny, that it will not only satisfy fans of both The Wedding Crashers and Bridget Jones' Diary— it might even make
them fall in love.
Sept. 21-22: Times TBA

Google Boston Office
G®o<yle is expanding their
Host on of flee and want
to'hire wpcotning grads
: foar entry-level non<
f echnical,::busmie'ss' • v
and operations. Their
need for nontechnical
staff is rapidly growing.
Mark your calendars now!
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Paprih: Psytholog/s 'Missing Spice' West Graduates 'Stronger/
Curtis Denied Diploma
By BENJAMIN MILLER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Paprika (2006) is a Japanese science-fiction anime about dreams.
It comes without mercy to
Hartford's independent theaters,
including Cinestudio. The unique
quality of the film can be represented in a sneak-snippet of dialogue: "Now is the time to return
to the blue sky. The confetti will
dance around the shrine gates. The
mailbox and the refrigerator will
lead the way!" It takes no measures
to fit in or to don the uniform of
our current movie market. It doesn't reject the recipe; it's an essential
spice. While the production of this
film is culturally different, the
themes that comprise its content
also comprise the history of
America's psychological discourse.
Paprika, colonizes the problems
in this field, pauses to revisit
Freud's now century-old work,
then embarrasses us (Americans,
de facto inheritors of culminating
progress) by easily (and sometimes
frivolously) revitalizing these problems. It is naive to believe that we
could exhaust all possible
approaches to dreams. As Freud
put, "The conditions of their origin, their relation to waking mental life, their dependence upon
stimuli which force their way upon
perception during the state of
sleep, the many peculiarities of
their content which are repugnant
to waking thought, the inconsistency between their ideational
images and the affects attaching to
them [...] their transitory character,
the^^»«g«(<«i»WWi«««i«»«i
fnought pushes them on one side
as something alien to it, and mutilates or extinguishes them in memory."
Only an important film like
Paprika could be in conversation
with Freud's highbrow language
and look and sound as it does.
This is what would happen if I
watched Paprika in my living room
at home: my father would come
in, sit down in his recliner, begin
to situate himself for a long stay,
and then look at the TV, and see
his childhood Bugs Bunny in a
Film that I daresay could challenge
an old man's tried grasp on reality.
He would then smile, decline,
stand up, and go back to his crossword puzzle in the dining room.
In this novel way, it is like Pan's
Labyrinth: it. has structural elements normally used in children's

continued Bom page 17

tracks but sadly that is all it
seems to be winning.
While 50 has the bigger following and easily makes Kanye
look like the underdog, it seems
that Graduation just blows
Curtis out of the water. For
starters, overall, each song is lyrically Kanye's best work yet,
whereas 50 falls back into his
normal attack mode lyrics.
www.cilypaper.net
A psychologist delves into the dreams of her patients as Paprika in Ron's latest.
Another department in which
Kanye soars is expanding the
movies but is rated R (for sexual so within the inverse angst around demographic of his album. He
imagery, contrary ideological con- characters unwillingly falling into has declared that Graduation is
tent, and in order to advertise that pathological fantasy. The most "more black and at the same
it is for adults, despite its preview important distinction between time more white," with tracks
aesthetic).
them comes in the form of that will be enjoyed by various
I find this to be a central facet Paprika's main character: the miss- music lovers. One track that is
of the few films that it describes, ing spice, Paprika!
and a very effective mechanism: it
While both films employ the
subdues the viewer's guard, allow- dimension of surrealism, as Freud
ing one to traverse underlying fan- explored dream content, Paprika
tasies without censure and drool a does not only delve into dreams,
little into one's popcorn, and feel she controls them. Like most prostrong feelings despite the risks in tagonists. Paprika is faced with a
which he or she has discovered to challenge that she must overcome.
be involved. Japanese filmmaker Paprika has access to a hijacked
Miyazaki's films (Spirited Away, piece of advanced clinical technolP r i n c e s s
ogy: "The DC
Mononoke) might
Mini. It's the sciPaprika colonizes the
be said to have
entific key that
problems in this Reid,
this in common.
allows us to open
Miyazaki, though,
the door to our
pauses to revisit
strays a much
dreams." Within
Freud's now centuryshorter distance
the dream, we
old work, then embarfrom his genre's
have the principle
association with
image of the film,
rasses us by easily (and
children than do
a
short-circuit

revitalizing these prob- the
Labyrinth, but the
hijacking
R-rated material,
project itself: the
lems. It is naive to
which comes up
dream is, and is
believe that we could
within any subject
of, a parade. As a
exhaust all possible
who explores the
circus is somelimits of reality, is,
times cast in a
approaches to dreams.
to a degree, presgo'thic light, the
ent
whether
parade is cast in
shown in R-rated Paprika or frenzied mania and we discover
evoked' in Miyazaki's Films. I like that it is actually a march on the
to think that every film mentioned waking world. The .Nighttime
here grapples with a common proj- Residents' protest chant: "the
ect over which violence is not the happy and mundane world will
final criterion.
vent their anger!"
This world is interwoven with
All of these films are commonly recommended to adults, and we the world of the Daytime
can therefore conclude that "R~ Residents. This world is sobering
rated material" is tangential to while its textual integrity lasts. The
what adults find meaningful: a carefully designed characters withvoice that speaks to them as chil- in it reveal themselves to be yet
dren. While Pan's Labyrinth finds another dimension of dense
its voice in violence contrasted
see ANIME on page. 20
with escapist fantasy, Paprika does

thatstufr.aninieuiugger.net
Paprika, an anime geared towards a mature audience, is a joy&l and emotional ride through the psyche of the dream world.

album, Graduation and Curtis
differ so much that just a few
key aspects need to be compared
to know which album is the
clear winner.
From the first single,
"Stronger," the momentum of
Graduation keeps building up
with explosive tracks.
For
Curtis, after the first single "Ayo
Technology," the album crashes
and burns.
Even though Kanye does not
have as many collaborations as
50, he is enough on his own and
every track of his outshines
those of 50's. With their first
singles sitting at number two for
"Stronger" and 18 for "Ayo
Technology" on the billboard
charts, Kanye clearly had more

www.courant.com
With Graduation outselling CurtiSj will 50 Cent retire from the rap scene forever?

sure to aid him in this effort is anticipation for his album.
Due to the lack of ever
"Homecoming," which features
Chris Martin. With 50 following reaching the height that 50 has
the same pattern as always, it is there was also less for Kanye to
unlikely that he will be able to prove. This could be why on
50's album his performance is
branch out and find new fans.
As far as collaborations go, affected by the pressure that
Kanye has less of an all star list built up from the expectations
when compared to that of 50 for Curtis. On top of all this,
50's attitude and
Cent.
Curtis
offers tracks fearecent scuffles
Throughout the whole
turing
Justin
probably haven't
album, the trademark
T i m b e r l a k« ,
helped his popuattitude of 50 is missing larity whereas
Timbaland,
Robin
Thicke,
Kanye has been
and he sounds distractMaryJ. Blige, and
more laid back.
ed and uninterested.
N i c o l e
Ultimately
Even his old friend
Scherzinger. But
what it all comes
the guest artists
Eminem could not help down to is the
are only as good
record sales, and
50 on the track "Peep
as the main artist,
a week after
Show," where Eminem
and 50 seems to
their respective
be out of his
debuts here are
also seems to be comcomfort zone in
the
numbers:
pletely unenthusiastic.
tracks like "Ayo
Curtis has sold
Technology" and
603,000 copies
"Follow My Lead."
versus Graduation's 781,000.
Sadly, all those top names are
So, based solely on the numput to waste on 50's album and bers, Kanye has won, and when
only help make 50 sound comparing the music of both he
mediocre. Throughout the whole wins again. Kanye's latest has
album the trademark attitude of definitely catapulted him ahead
50 is missing and he sounds dis- to much success, and as far as 50
tracted and uninterested. Even his Cent goes it was nothing but a
old friend Eminem could not step back. Guess it is time for
help 50 on the track "Peep him to live up to his promise
Show," where Eminem also seems and stop recording solo albums,
to be completely unenthusiastic.
but. I know we all doubt that
While I could sit here and go will happen.
through each track for each
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Apatow Brings Laughs to Cinestudio Anime Lures Adults into
Seductive Dream World

play a convincing married couple
and provide some great moments.
two leads, forces the viewer to care Their interactions and the strugfor what happens to Ben and gles they go through hold some
gravity as well as
• Alison.
entertainment.
Rogen plays
[Heigl's]
performance
is
The
real show
Ben very well. His
stealers,
however,
low key, sarcastic
nothing short of wonare Ben's friends
persona fits the
derful. [She] makes it
1
and roommates.
character perfecteasy
to believe that her
Played by Jason
ly. Viewers, having
Segel,
Jay
been trained by
character is suffering
Baruchel, Jonah
years of movie
through a crisis. The
Hill, and Martin
watching,
are
chemistry between the
Starr, their actions
always tempted to
throughout the
look for some
two is convincing, even
film elicit the
sort of depth to
with the improbable
loudest laughs.
seemingly shallow
character of their union. Whether it be a
characters, but I
simulated
orgy
don't think that
Ben is necessarily hiding anything. while Ben is on the phone, discusHis simple displays of honesty and sion of certain bathroom habits,
his struggles with his situation lend or a running joke about a beard,
him the audience's empathy, not they never fail to entertain. There's
some deeper undercurrent in his even a small cameo from Harold
personality.. Even better is Heigl as Ramis, who looks about as bloated
Alison. Formerly most well known as he did in Orange County.
for the (apologies to female readApatow's early efforts as a proers) overly dramatic, sappy televi- ducer, like Anchorman and
sion show "Grey's Anatomy," her Talladega Nights, were enjoyable,
performance is nothing short of silly films that led to Will Ferrell's
wonderful. She makes it easy to explosive popularity. With his last
believe that her character is suffer- two films, and continuing with
ing through a crisis. The chemistry Superbad, which he also produced,
between the two is convincing, it's safe to say that he has cast a
even with the improbable charac- shadow even over a comic force of
ter of their union.
Ferrell's stature. The main reason
The supporting cast provides for this is the level of realism in his
much of the humor of the film, dialogue. The conversations
and they do so masterfully. between characters just resonate.
Apatow veteran Paul Rudd, who is They speak like real people speak.
consistently fanny in every film They swear, talk about outrageous,
he's been in, is back as Alison's often disgusting things casually,
continued from page 1

and hackneyed lines that kill other
movies. This is evident in scenes
like the, morning after Ben and
Alison's one night stand, where
they head to a diner to get breakfast before they part ways. The
awkwardness between the two as
they reach for conversation topics
will be more than familiar to most
people. Ridiculous scenes like Ben
and Pete's mushroom trip in Vegas
are full of believable dialogue.
Even the heaviest scenes, where the
possibility for melodrama is most
prevalent, manage to, for the most
part, toe the line and be effective.
That's not to say that the film
is without its problems. The pacing is a bit uneven. The latter
stages of Alison's pregnancy drag
(though they are thankfully interrupted by the aforementioned
Vegas trip, which is hysterical) and
leave some dead periods after
dynamic opening and middle stanzas. And the film can be cheesy at
times. The entire premise is really
at home in a "chick flick" framework, and it suffers the same periods of sappiness at a few points.
Still, these negative moments are
few and far between, and, as a
whole, Knocked Up is a hilarious,
engaging, and memorable film.
I'm hoping that Judd Apatow will
continue to make comedies like
this. They are a welcome change of
pace from the now souring Ben
Stiller/Adam
Sandler/Farrelly
Brothers hegemony that was running comedy into the ground.
Judging by the success of this film
and Superbad as well, it looks like
vi\l
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Don't worry; you haven't met
Atsuka, At-chan, or Paprika yet.
meaning and also the clarifying The obstacles of the film are
bridge between the two worlds. designed with her (yes, they are
They are those somehow involved all the same woman) in mind, as
with the DC Mini project: psy- its counterpoint agency. Atsuka is
chotherapists and patients. Then a real woman from the real world,
there is "the genius," the engineer where she is calm, cool, and comof the DC Mini, drawn as obese posed. She is the super-heroine of
because "the overweight spirit DC Mini therapy. Paprika is the
needs no diet." Tokita is at first a woman and "program" run
simple character, but the always through the DC Mini to treat
developing dynamics of the film at patients: whatever the patient
large can be seen through him. needs she will be, but never truly
The essential problem of the wak- submits to concrete existence.
ing world, the back-story which we Her agency is unbound and she is
are never quite tuned into (do not able to become a fairy, a female
assume it is meant to represent our warrior, a sphinx, a mermaid, a
everyday world) is intimately tied dissected butterfly. She is each
to Tokita's flaw. He is a child in a character's friend, inspiration,
very important social position. and temptation.
The world of adults veils the
I can only scratch the surface
underlying truth that no one has and pique your interest in this
found peace with their developed film. There is simply too much
selves. We know that Paprika is going on. However, while the film
upset by Tokita's childishness and can be described as "busy," it is a
the irresponsibility of his genius. very carefully designed film. I chalThe back-story here comes out in lenge you to find a single detail
strange ways: the implied rape of that cannot be construed as meanthe main character's alter-ego by a ingful or one character that does
corrupt man with the opposite not fit into a neat model. It seems
qualities of Tokita and Tokita's strikingly aware of its contradicsweet words ("The ecstasy that tions, which means it comes withblooms in synapse is Paprika- out ignorance. You will look at the
brand milk fat! Five percent is the screen and wonder how the sillinorm"). This leads to an amazing- ness, darkness, and general chaos
ly cute conclusion. I'm sorry, I on the screen can match the clarimust stay vague.
ty of the thoughts and emotions
You're frustrated. How is one that you are experiencing.
Paprika will be playing at
ever to penetrate the complexity of
continued from page 19
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Norte, Williams Lead Bantams America's Favorite Pastime
to Victory at Home Invitational Needs to Step Up to the Plate
continued from page 24

as their top runner this upcoming season.
Last winter Miner was involved in a severe
as though he has had little trouble making accident that left her with significant
the transition to college. Referred to as a injuries to both her legs, but she has shown
"beast" by Assistant Coach Colin McKeon, mettle and resolve on the path to recovery
Halstead has provided a pleasant surprise as that no one could have imagined. "She's a
an unusually strong number four runner. miracle," says Head Coach George Suitor.
By placing ninth in the 225-man race, he Senior Mandy Williams, who has been conand Anderson gave Trinity a lead that in sistently among Trinity's top runners, will
most occasions will prove to be insur- most likely take the second spot. At both
mountable.
meets, Miner finished just ahead of
Trinity's number five spot is up for Williams: they placed second and third at
grabs this season, with a number of strong Wickham and 17th and 18th at UMass
runners vying to take it.
Dartmouth.
Sophomore Ryan Lane
Trinity has a good
and freshman Brendan
pack of runners to round
Powers have already finout their top five in sophished as the final scorers
omores
Giselle
this season, but a number
Harrington and Jaclyn
of others have shown
Hourihan and junior
potential. Freshman Steve
Allie Lemire. Harrington
Garner, recovering sophoand Hourihan have
more Matt Dennis and
swapped the third and
the inseparable running
fourth spots on the team
pair of junior Steve
so far this season, and
Sullivan and senior Tim
though Lemire struggled
Scarella all have a shot at
with an injury in the first
filling the highly contestmeet, there is little doubt
ed slot on the Trinity rosshe will return to her
ter. As the season unfolds,
usual form and help push
a clear number five runner
the two sophomores.
may emerge, but the othThe Trinity top seven
Courtesy of Kristina Miner
ers will provide much Giselle Harrington '10 came in fifth. will most likely be comneeded and invaluable
pleted by sophomore
depth to the varsity top seven.
Kate Barton and senior Caroline Brown,
The Bantam women also began the sea- who bring depth to the Bantam pack.
son with a pair of strong showings, placing Despite being a bit on the small side, the
second and fourth in their respective strong core of runners and their early sucmeets. Ail-American Kristina Miner led cesses, combined with their determination,
both meets, and she will most likely serve could make for a memorable year.

ByBRYCEBLUM

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

spent more time waiting for something to
happen then I did actually watching something happen. It's like going to a theme park
on a Saturday afternoon. You wind up
spending the entire day waiting in line, wishing you were having fun. The only exciting
thing that has happened in baseball since
the Red Sox ended their 86-year losing streak
was when Randall Simon was arrested for
hitting a giant sausage in the head with a
bat. Now that's comedy. Unless
Commissioner SeEg promises me more mascot accostings, I'm afraid I simply can't lend
my support.
3. The draft is a complete joke. In fact,
I'm pretty sure I got drafted. What do the
Diamondbacks care if I haven't played competitive baseball in six years? They have 600
other picks to spend on people with, you
know, talent. I simply filled their small,
scrawny, and slow quota. In basketball and
football the draft is an event; in baseball it's
an epic journey. I'm not even sure Frodo has
enough courage to watch the whole thing.
I realize some of what I have said is controversial. But lest I spend the entire article
just bashing baseball and become that guy
who complains about stuff and has no way
of fixing it, here are some ways that baseball
can redeem itseE
First, shorten the season to 75 games.
This would not only make every game more
significant and exciting, it would also
improve the quality of play. If teams only
played three or four times a week, pitching
rotations could be reduced from five to
four, maybe even three. No one cares how
deep a team's starting rotation is, we just
want to see the best baseball possible. This
means the likes of Kip Wells and Al Reyes
will never grace my television screen ever

A couple of days ago I was enjoying a
quiet Friday evening with a group of friends
while watching the instant classic "Stomp
the Yard" when all hell broke loose. Right
around the time the main character's roommate pulled a full pack of Magnum condoms out of his pocket and was enlightening us all about the wonders of the gold
pack, my friend came storming into the
room to inform us all that the Yankees had
scored 6 runs in the top of the eighth inning
to take the lead 8-7.
There went my evening. I was compelled
to stop my movie and flip straight to channel 28 where I was forced to endure comments about how big Jason Giambi is, as if
Big Papi weren't a) an icon who is universally loved by Sox and non-Sox fans alike and
b) one of the most overweight athletes in
sport today. In the one at-bat of his that I
watched, he was routinely thrown out after
hitting a sharp grounder to right field. Not
that I have anything against the guy, I just
find it funny how quickly Red Sox fans can
jump on the Yankees while remaining blissfully unaware that they are the Yankees of
the 21st century.
But before this article quickly turns into
a massive Red Sox bashing, I should let it be
known that my frustration with baseball is
not reserved solely for its most beloved franchise, but for the sport itself. Luckily for me,
I got a solid 30 minutes during one of the
2,430 games in the season to gather my
thoughts and come up with a well-constructed list of grievances.
1. The season is too effing long. I want
it on the record that I am a huge sports fan.
I believe that every sport has its- place,-even 1 again; wfefch* i$" just MtXe by Me.
Second, abolish minor league baseball,
cricket or NASCAR But does a sport
deserve an absolutely packed eight months or at the very least reduce it by 90 percent
out of the year? Think about it. Baseball's I doubt anyone would put up much of a
spring training begins in March and the fight to save the Delmarva Shorebirds (this
is a real team, Fm not just making this !@#$
playoffs run into late October.
At face value, this doesn't seem so bad. up). Their attendance has actually sunk
After all, the basketball season spans at least lower than that of a Britney Spears rap conas long. But the inherent problem lies in the cert.
Finally, don't be afraid to spice things up
endless redundancy of the baseball season.
They play practically every day, they play the a bit. Follow in the immortal footsteps of
same team several games in a row, and they Randall Simon and let hitters keep their bats
do it over and over again. If the baseball sea- as they round the bases. I think that we can
son were structured in the same way as bas- all agree it would be a lot harder, not to
ketball, where three games are played a week, mention funnier, to throw Papi out from
the season would last about a year and a right field if the first baseman knows that
half. If games were played once a week, as he's bringing a weapon with him. This
they are in football, the season would be an would give new life to the saying "tie goes to
appalling three years long. Thank God that the runner." Sure, it might cheapen the
sport a little. But it could be like the successisn't the case. I might have to kill myself.
2. It's just not that interesting. In the 30 ful version of the XFL People might even
minutes I was forced to endure, literally start going to Devil Rays games to see their
nothing of any consequence took place. I team literally get beat down.

College St udents
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply: visit store for details.

West Hartford
Cotbins Corner Shopping Parkade
1459A New Britain Ave.

Getty Images
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

What if Boston Red Sox designated hitter David Ortiz could take that bat with him to first base?
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Field Hockey Completes Trinity Key Matchups
Sweep of Wesleyan in 3-2 Win This Week
continued from page 24

September 21, 2007 7:10 p.m.
then continued to pile on in the second
stanza.
Junior forward Karli del Rossi, who
leads the league in points per game with
4.33 and assists per game with 1.00, led the
Bantam assault with two goals and two
assists.
She was involved in the first four goals
of the game, alternating assists and goals
until senior forwards Kat Conlon and cocaptain Marisa Shutte each knocked the
ball past the Warriors' Mindy Maher within six minutes of each other.
Sophomore goalie Jill Fraker played
behind stellar defense; she did not have to
make a single save in her 53 minutes of play.
For the first time in her collegiate
career, she did not play the whole game,
as freshman goalie Payden Sra, who made
one save, relieved her with 17 minutes to
goIn stark contrast to the Eastern
Connecticut blowout was the nail-biter
against the Wesleyan University Cardinals,
which the Bantams also toot, this time by
a score of 3-2.
The Cardinals came out to an early 2-0
lead, but Thursday's star del Rossi cut the
deficit in hah0 with a shot on an assist by
sophomore forward Carrie Wbicott with
just over 13 minutes remaining in the half.
Del Rossi took five shots on the day to lead
the Bantams in that category.
Del Rossi assisted sophomore forward
Meghan Ryan on the game-tying goal 10
minutes into the second half, but the score
remained knotted until, with 11:48 left on
the clock, the Bantams' celebrated depth

Boston Red Sox at Tampa Bay Devil Rays
No, this is not a matchup of possible playoff contenders. But
with Josh Beckett (19-6, 3.20 ERA) going up against Scott Kazmir
(13-8, 3.54 ERA), this should be a pitchers' duel. Of course, now
that I've said that, they'll probably combine for 18 runs, but
Beckett has struck out 30 D-Rays in 25 lifetime innings against
them and Kazmir has only allowed the Red Sox to bat .218 in his
career. The Red Sox need a win here after a tough series against
the Yankees, and the Devil Rays would love to play spoiler down
the stretch.
www.trincoll.edu/athletics
The Field Hockey team won two games this week.

Bradley found the goal on a penalty corner, sending a cheer through the drizzly
day.
Fraker, although not as dominant as
she was against the Warriors, put in another strong performance, recording seven
saves and allowing both goals.
The Bantams have another busy week
ahead of them as they face the Westfield
State College Owls in Westfieid, Mass, at 7
p.m. on Tuesday.
They will then head to Maine for a
two-game set against the Colby College
White Mules at 11 a.m. on Saturday and
the Bates College Bobcats, who are currently tied for first in the NESCAC, at 12
p.m. on Sunday.
For a race as tight as the NESCAC
playoff hunt is likely to be, these upcoming league games could be the difference
between playing in November and ending
theiseason.

September 22, 2007 1 p.m.
Football at Colby
Colby only went 2-6 last year, compared to Trinity's 7-1, but this
is the opening game of the season and a rematch of last season's
opener, which Trinity won by an embarrassing 27-10. In both
teams' season openers, the White Mules will be looking to get
back to their 7-1 form of 2005, while the Bantams will try to
extend their current six-game win streak by another 25.
September 23, 2007 4:15 p.m.

New York Giants at Washington Redskins
These NFC East Division rivals face off as the Giants try to prove
that they have a legitimate shot at contention this season. It's still
early in the season, but after this week's loss, they have to do
some serious damage to get back in the game. This is as close to
a must-win game for them as there can be three weeks in. Th
Redskins, on the other hand, are flying high after beating the
Eagles and feeling good about their chances this season.
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Women s Soccer Pulls Out Two Wins
By NORA HARRINGTON
TRIPOD STAFF

y

Holly Nonis.
The win improved Trinity's
overall record to 1-1-1, while
Manhattanville fell to 0-6-0.
On Saturday, Sept. 15, Trinityhosted their NESCAC rival
Wesleyan and defeated the
Cardinals 1-0 in the season open-

defensive show. Freshman goalkeeper Emily Weedon played for
the whole game, making seven
The Trinity Women's Soccer
saves. Wesleyan had 14 shots on
team collected their First and
goal, while Trinity had 12.
second wins of the year this
The Bantams scored 22:54
week
away
against
the
into the game, when junior forManhattanville College Valiants
ward Erika Maciaszcyk received a
on Wednesday, Sept.
nice pass from senior
12 and at home verforward
Rachel
sus the Wesleyan
Talentino, then battled
University Cardinals
the Cardinals all the
on Saturday, Sept. 15.
way down the field and
A
t
knocked the ball into
Manhattanville,
the net over the goalie's
Trinity junior midhead.
fielder
Devin
Wesleyan goalkeepNwanagu scored the
ers combined for eight
only goal of the
saves in the game.
game, which came
Junior Gavi Elkund had
with only. 11 minutes
five saves in the first
left
to
play.
half, and. classmate
Nwanagu's goal was a
Andrea Giuliano had
header which she
three in the second half.
sent through the farThe Cardinals fell to
right goalposts, after
1-2 overall and 0-2 in
freshman
forward
NESCAC play, while
Alison Evans successthe Bantams improved
fully cleared a loose
to 2-1-1, and 1-0 in the
ball into the box.
NESCAC.
They are optimistic
The
Bantams
about what the season
then implemented a
will bring. "As "a whole,
defensive stronghold
we're a much stronger
and did not allow
group' who has come
Manhattanville
a
out to win this year,"
shot for the final 10
minutes.
The
www.trincoll.edu/athletics said Maciaszczyk.
Next
up,
the
Bantams had 12 After two wins last week, the soccer team holds a .2-1-1 record.
Bantams travel to New
shots on goal, while
London, Connecticut to play
Manhattanville had only three. er.
All three of the Valiants' shots
In front of a crowd of 120, Coast Guard on Tuesday, Sept. 18
came from freshman defender the Bantams put on a spectacular at 7 p.m.

POWER RANKINGSNow that almost everyone has played, it seems an appropriate time to
power rank the Trinity sports teams. The problem with power rankings is
that somebody has to be last It's not a bad problem to have when everyone is doing so well that it's tough to rank someone at the bottom, so
keep in mind when reading these that Trinity sports have been doing a
retty fantastic job so far this season.
1. Football
This one is pretty obvious. After snapping their NCAA-record 31-game
win streak last season, they started a new one, now going on six games.
With a seemingly never-ending pool of talent, there is no reason to
believe this team won't take home another NESCAC Championship trophy.
2. Field Hockey
They surprised everyone (except maybe themselves) with last year's
improbable playoff run. They took a tough overtime loss in the first game
of the season, and immediately bounced back to win the next two. Look
"or them to fly just under the radar while putting together a great season.
3. Women's Soccer
Not to jinx anybody, but the Women's Soccer team is on a three-game
win streak right now. Last season they won two games total. This year is
already an improvement, and this team does not show any signs of slowing down.
4. Men's Soccer
The exciting win over Wesleyan (their first against their rival since 2000)
on Saturday moved them up a few slots. Last season was tough for the
Men's Soccer team, but they look ready to move forward and make a
push for the playoffs.
•
5. Volleyball
This is not a team that gets much of the'limelight, but they have a strong
core of players who work well together. They have compiled a 4-3 overall
record (2-1 NESCAC) against strong opponents, and the victories have
left them wanting more.
6. Golf
They have been doing well, but they rely a lot on their strong players to
carry the weaker ones, as there is not much depth on the team right now.
That did not seem to present a problem at last week's home invitational,
where they took first.
7. Cross Country
With the return of senior tri-captain Kristina Miner from an injury and
the matriculation of quite a few speedy freshmen, look for the Cross
Country teams to move up a few slots throughout their season.

As 2007 Season winds Down,
Postseason Projections Start Up
Then you can't miss the LARC-Boston Interview Day and Job
Fair! Travel to Boston on November 2 nd to Interview with Top
Employers and Attend a Huge Career Fair!
It's time for the Liberal Arts Recruiting Connection (LARC) Interview
Day and Job Fair! Here's your opportunity to apply to interview for
jobs with top Consulting, Finance, Legal and Education employers
in the Boston area. Students pre-apply for jobs and those selected
by employers will be notified by late October. All interviews will take
place on Friday, November 2nd in Boston.LARC-Boston also includes an afternoon Job Fair to which all
students are invited. Over 40 employers will be in attendance!
To be considered by employers for an .interview, you must
pre-apply! All applications are due by Wednesday, October 3rd.

To learn more, attend an

INFORMATION SESSION:

Friday, September 21 s t at noon OR
Tuesday, September 25th at 7pm
Career Services Lobby
Participating Employers include: Analysis Group, Amica
Mutual Insurance Company, John Hancock, Wellesley Information Services, Greenwich Country Day School, May Institute, NERA Economic Consulting, US Department of Justice,
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Carney Sandoe, Educator's
Ally, CRA International, Tuck Bridge Program at Dartmouth,
The Northbridge Group, Compete, Ameriprise Financial, EF
Education, Bear Stearns, StoneTurn Group, The New England Center for Children, New England Pension Consultants,
athenahealth, State Street, Cambridge Associates, Immune
Disease Institute, Mathematica Policy Research and more!
Questions? Email.
^ ^

By NORA HARRINGTON
TRIPOD STAFF
As October hurtles towards us, it is time
to guess who will capture the 2007 postseason awards. As a West Coaster attending
school on the border between Red Sox
Nation and Yankee fans, I feel like I am an
island, and am permanently wrapped up in
a battle over whether or not Bonds knowingly used steroids (I am a hardcore San
Francisco Giants fan) and watching the rest
of the Giants perpetually struggle to break
the .500 mark. Being a 2007 Giants fan
makes watching other teams frightfully
appealing, so I think I may be able to put
forth pretty legitimate guesses as to who will
finish atop the league this year.
The AL Rookie of the Year should be
addressed first, since Trinity's students are
largely devoted to American League teams.
The Red Sox's Dustin Pedroia is a top contender for this honor. Right now, he is batting .321 with seven home runs, 49 runs batted in and six stolen bases.
The NL Rookie of the Year should be
the Houston Astros' Hunter Pence. He's
batting .324 with 24 home runs, 52 runs batted in, and 10 stolen bases.
And now I'll move on to American
League Most Valuable Player. I hate to say it,
but I'm going to state that Alex Rodriguez
is the top contender for that award. I am a
Yankee hater, I'll admit it, but A-Rod is just
too good. . A-Rod is batting .312 with 52
home runs, 142 runs batted in and 24 stolen
bases. However, fellow Yankee Derek Jeter's
home run off of Curt Schilling on Sunday
night should be a reminder that Jeter should
always be kept in mind when analyzing the
Yankee talent. Those numbers are hard to

beat. I would completely support the Red
Sox in this category if I could, but David
Ortiz's numbers are not nearly as impressive
as A-Rod's. Papi is currently batting .322
with 32 home runs, 106 runs batted in, and
three stolen bases. I just hope his team wins
the World Series again this year.
The National League's Most Valuable
Player is up for grabs. Philadelphia's Chase
Utley has had a fantastic season (.334, 20,
97) but Milwaukee's Prince Fielder has been
the center of so many SportsCenter highlights that he might be the only true contender in this category. He is having an
incredible season for the Brewers, a team
which never seems to get much news coverage outside of the immediate , Milwaukee
region. Fielder is currently batting .291 with
46 home runs and 110 runs batted in. His
numbers aren't as impressive as A-Rod's, but
he seems to own the National League headlines, and has become an offensive catalyst
for an otherwise dead Milwaukee offense.
The Brewers are currently a half-game
behind Chicago Cubs in the NL Central.
Finally we arrive at the projections for
each league's Cy Young contenders. San
Diego's Jake Peavy leads National League
pitchers for Cy Young contention in 2007;
His current record is 18-6 with a 2.39 ERA.
And for the American League, Josh
Beckett of the Red Sox is the clear leader for
this award. He is so close to attaining a 20win season this year! (His current numbers
are 19-6, 3.20.) If he gets 20, he will be the
only contender for the top pitching award.
Close behind him C.C. Sabathia of the
Indians and J.J. Putz of the Mariners, but
I'm rooting for Beckett all the way!
So there are my guesses for this insane
season. I hope you'll all be watching!
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Men's Soccer Records Thrilling 1-0Win to Even Record at 1-1
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
TRIPOD STAFF

This past Saturday, the
Trinity College Men's Soccer
team recorded what Head Coach
Michael Pilger called "the biggest
win for fthel program in four

ward Jonathan Hayes, who
scored the game's only goal.
"Our week of practice was great
and we were confident going
into the game. This win was
crucial in creating momentum
that will continue throughout
the season. We knew Wesleyan

years,

Middlebury's Brian Bush for the
d iin goals
l against
i
NESCAC llead
average at 0.00 and save percentage at 1.00.
Trudeau's 5.5 saves per game
are good for second in the
league.
Wesleyan
goalie
Jamie
ranta»rl sixth eighth,

to Hayes, the credit goes to
K
Kupper.
"Kupper played a great
through ball and all I had to do
was place it in the net, he said.
Trudeau, who had come in at
halftime, continued the defensive masterpiece Durland had
beaun. makine seven saves to

that's soccer," he said.
The
The Bantams will hope to be
lucky again later this week when
they play the Mitchell College
Pequots
at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday
q
m New London Conn
After that will be what Hayes
considers to be a pivotal weekend" in Maine against the Colby

With their -win over the Wesleyan Cardinals on Saturday, whom they had not beaten since 2000, the Trinity College Men's Soccer team improved their overall and NESCAC records to 1-1

and tenth, respectively in tho.se
categories.
The
defense,
led
by
senior
triBoth offenses were held relanot beaten Wesleyan since 2000.
captain
goalie
Spencer
Durland
tively
quiet for the first halfNot content to Jet Jast
week's loss in overtime start a and junior goalie Zac Trudeau, Wesleyan made seven shots to
pattern, the team made a con- who combined for 12 saves and Trinity's four and none found
.:•'•.
scious decision to control the the shutout, held the Cardinals the goal.
scoreless as Trinity improved its
But with 52:50 on the clock,
outcome of this week's contest.
"We knew going into the overall and NESCAC records to junior, forward Dan Kupper
game how important it was for 1-1. The Cardinals fell to 0-3 passed the ball to Hayes, who
us to win after last weekend's OT overall and 0-2 in the league.
made a perfect kick to net the
loss," said senior tri-captain forDurland is currently tied with eventual game-winner. According

W y .

\Jmvetsity Qardmals, a point, that we -would dictate the

their NESCMC

U iK

rival. Trinity hud

gjine, not them."

Bantams Trinity X-C Teams Start
Overcome Fall Season on Right Foot
2-0 Deficit

bring his seasgri total to 11 and College White Mules Saturday at
his season save percentage to' 11 a.m. and the Bates College
.846.
Bobcats Sunday at the same
Pilger made sure to attribute time.
^
Colby has gone U , overall
the success of the team not only
to their intensity in practice and this season and will be looking
hard work but also to an element for its first NESCAC win. Bates
of the game that not all recogi •fesv-, gone 0-2. Despite their
records, both teams are formidanize: luck.
"As much as we were unlucky ble opponents over whom victolast week against Amherst, we ries will be crucial to Trinity's
were fortunate Saturday. But playoff hopes.

course in 24:46, averaging an
impressive 4:58 per mile. Norte's
start gives no reason to expect
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
The Men's and Women's anything less than the highest
TRIPOD STAFF
Cross Country teams raced for achievements from him this seathe second time this past week- son.
On Saturday, the Trinity end, and both showed signs that a
It appears as though junior
College Field Hockey team strong season is in store for the Sara Moorhead will act as
proved that they have what it Bantam runners.
Trinity's number two runner, cretakes to make it back to the
The Men's team is well on its ating a powerful tandem at the
NESCAC playoffs for the third way to a repeat Nationals bid after front of the pack. The only Alltime in the last four years.
taking its second invitational title American on the Men's team (800
They kept alive their now 10- in as many weeks, first at the meters
in indoor
track),
game home win streak with a pair Trinity Invitational at Wickham Moorhead finished in third place
of victories against two in-state Park in Manchester, Conn., and both weekends so far. At
rivals at Robin L Sheppard Field most recently at the home course Dartmouth, he along with Norte
to improve their season record to of UMass Dartmouth. Junior broke the prestigious 25-minute
Courtesy of Kristina Mi-.ier '08
2-1 and their NESCAC record to Hunter Norte, who looks to build barrier, running a time of 24:53, Hunter Norte '09 came in first with a time of 16:22 at the Trinity Invitational.
1-1.
on to a dominant sophomore sea- When asked about the team's outTheir first win of the season son, led the team with two indi- look for the season, he simply and freshman Wes. Halstead fin- more polished runner on the
came on Thursday against the vidual victories. Last year, he went replied, "Champ," exuding the ished a close three and four for track, he has proven that he can
Eastern
ConnecticutState undefeated to: the New England confidence that any coach likes to Trinity at both meets, with be a strong force in cross country
University Warriors by a score of Championships and won the see from a promising team. With Halstead giving way to Anderson's by placing eighth this past week8-0. The Bantams, currently sec- NESCAC and New England titles Moorhead and Norte routinely notoriously powerful finishing end with a time of 25:27.
ond in the NESCAC in goals per by a significant margin, the first placing, high at meets, the sprint both times. Anderson has Finishing one second behind him
game with 4.33, scored three of Trinity athlete to do so since Ryan Bantams present a pair of elite been a constant in Trinity's top
in 25:28 was Halstead. A strong
r
their goals in the first half and Bak 03, the national champion in runners that any team will have a five since his first day on campus,
runner in high school, it appears
2002. This past weekend, he com- difficult time countering.
and it is unlikely that he will relinpleted the five-mile cross country
see FIELD on page 22
Senior captain Matt Anderson quish that position. Although a
see NORTE on page 21
ByMATFFUENTES
TRIPOD STAFF

